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Preface 

This manual describes Hitachi Block Storage Driver for OpenStack v1.3, 
v1.4. 

Please read this document carefully to understand how to use this product, 
and maintain a copy for reference purposes. 

This preface includes the following information: 
 Intended Audience 
 Software Versions 
 Export Restrictions 
 Trademarks 
 Document Conventions 
 Document Revision Level 
 Related Documents 
 Conventions for Storage Capacity Values 
 Terms and Abbreviations 
 About Hitachi Data Systems 
 Getting Help 
 Comments 

 
Note Hitachi Infrastructure Adapter for Microsoft® System Center Operations Manager 

and all other Hitachi Data Systems products is governed by the terms of your 
agreement(s) with Hitachi Ltd 
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Intended Audience 

Target readers in this document are the people who configure and operate 
the cloud system using Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform and 
SUSE OpenStack Cloud. Therefore this document assumes that they have 
basic knowledge of Red Hat Enterprise Linux and SUSE Linux Enterprise 
Server. 

Software Versions 

This user’s guide applies to the following software versions: 

Hitachi Block Storage Driver for OpenStack v1.3 and v1.4 

Export Restrictions 

If you export this product, check all restrictions (for example, Japan's 
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law, and USA export control laws and 
regulations), and carry out all required procedures. 

If you require more information or clarification, please contact your Hitachi 
sales representative. 

Trademarks 

Intel and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other 
countries. 

Linux® is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other 
countries. 

Red Hat is a trademark or a registered trademark of Red Hat, Inc. in the 
United States and other countries. 

SUSE is a registered trademark or a trademark of SUSE LLC in the United 
States and other countries. 

The OpenStack® Word Mark and OpenStack Logo are either registered 
trademarks/service marks or trademarks/service marks of the OpenStack 
Foundation in the United States and other countries and are used with the 
OpenStack Foundation's permission. We are not affiliated with, endorsed or 
sponsored by the OpenStack Foundation, or the OpenStack community.  
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Document Conventions 

This document uses the following typographic conventions: 
 

Convention Description 

Bold Indicates text on a window, other than the window title, including 
menus, menu options, buttons, fields, and labels. Example: Click 
OK. 

Italic Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text 
provided by the user or system. Example: copy source-
file target-file 
Angled brackets (<>) may also be used to indicate variables. 

screen/code Indicates text on the screen or that you enter.  
Example: # pairdisplay -g oradb 

<> angled brackets Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text 
provided by the user or system. Example: # pairdisplay -
g <group> 
An italic font may also be used to indicate variables. 

[  ] square brackets Optional values. Example: [a | b] indicates that you can select a, 
b, or nothing. 

{ } braces Required or expected values. Example: { a | b } indicates that 
you must select either a or b. 

| vertical bar  A choice between two or more options or arguments. Examples: 
[a | b] indicates that you can select a, b, or nothing. 
{ a | b } indicates that you must select either a or b. 

 
This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information: 
 

Icon Label Description 

 

Note Calls attention to important and/or additional information. 

 

Tip Provides helpful information, guidelines, or suggestions for 
performing tasks more effectively. 
 

 

Caution Warns of adverse conditions and/or consequences (for 
example, disruptive operations). 
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Icon Label Description 

 

WARNING Warns of severe conditions and/or consequences (for 
example, destructive operations). 
 

Document Revision Level 
 

Version Description Class System Version 

FE-92ADPTR069-00 First edition - P-9W16-4111 v1.1 

FE-92ADPTR069-01 Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 
5.0 is supported. 

A P-9W16-4111 v1.1 

Description of live migration is added. A P-9W16-4111 v1.1 

FE-92ADPTR069-02 Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 6 
is supported. 

A P-9W16-4111 v1.3 

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform VSP G200, 
G400, G600 is supported. 

A P-9W16-4111 v1.3 

FE-92ADPTR069-03 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 7 
is supported. A P-9W16-4111 v1.4 

SUSE OpenStack Cloud 5is supported. A P-9W16-4111 v1.4 

Out-of-Band of CCI connection is supported in 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 7. A P-9W16-4111 v1.4 

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform VSP G800 is 
supported. A P-9W16-4111 v1.4 

The HA configuration for Controller nodes in 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 7 
is supported. 

A P-9W16-4111 v1.4 

Minor editorial corrections have been made: 

Class C:A functional change (modification or deletion) was made. Existing users must change how they 
use the product. 

Class A: There are no changes to existing functions. The way users use the product must be changed 
only when a new function is used. 

Class S:  There are no functional changes. Explanations were added or changed. 
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Related Documents 

The documents listed in the table below are related to this product: 
 Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 Provisioning Guide for Open 

Systems 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 Hitachi ShadowImage® User 

Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 Hitachi Thin Image User 

Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 System Administrator Guide 
o Command Control Interface Installation and Configuration Guide 
o Command Control Interface Command Reference 
o Command Control Interface User and Reference Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 Hardware User Guide 

 Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, G800 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, G800 

Provisioning Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, G800 Hitachi 

ShadowImage® User Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, G800 Hitachi 

Thin Image User Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, G800 System 

Administrator Guide 
o Command Control Interface Installation and Configuration Guide 
o Command Control Interface Command Reference 
o Command Control Interface User and Reference Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200 Hardware Reference Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400, G600 Hardware Reference 

Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G800 Hardware Reference Guide 

 Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Provisioning Guide for Open 

Systems 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Hitachi ShadowImage® User Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Hitachi Thin Image User Guide 
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o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Hitachi Storage Navigator User 
Guide 

o Command Control Interface Installation and Configuration Guide 
o Command Control Interface Command Reference 
o Command Control Interface User and Reference Guide 
o Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform User and Reference Guide 

 Hitachi Unified Storage VM 
o Hitachi Unified Storage VM Block Module Provisioning Guide  
o Hitachi Unified Storage VM Block Module Hitachi ShadowImage® 

User Guide  
o Hitachi Unified Storage VM Block Module Hitachi Thin Image User 

Guide 
o Hitachi Unified Storage VM Block Module Hitachi Storage Navigator 

User Guide  
o Command Control Interface Installation and Configuration Guide 
o Command Control Interface Command Reference 
o Command Control Interface User and Reference Guide 
o Hitachi Unified Storage VM Block Module Hardware User Guide 

 Hitachi Unified Storage 
o Hitachi Unified Storage Provisioning Configuration Guide 
o Hitachi Unified Storage Replication User Guide 
o Hitachi Unified Storage Operations Guide 
o Hitachi Unified Storage Command Control Interface Installation and 

Configuration Guide 
o Hitachi Unified Storage Command Line Interface Reference Guide 
o Hitachi Unified Storage Hardware Installation and Configuration 

Guide 
 OpenStack 
o OpenStack Cloud Administrator Guide 
o OpenStack Command-Line interface Reference 
o OpenStack Configuration Reference 
o Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform Product Manual 
o SUSE OpenStack Cloud Product Manual 
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Conventions for Storage Capacity Values 

We calculate physical storage capacity (for example, disk drive capacity) 
based on these values: 

 

Physical Capacity Unit Value 

1 KB 1,000 bytes 

1 MB 1,0002 bytes 

1 GB 1,0003 bytes 

1 TB 1,0004 bytes 

1 PB 1,0005 bytes 

1 EB 1,0006 bytes 

We calculate logical storage capacity (for example, logical device capacity) 
based on these values. 

 

Logical Capacity Unit Value 

1 block 512 bytes 

1 KB 1,024 (210) bytes 

1 MB 1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes 

1 GB 1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes 

1 TB 1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes 

1 PB 1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes 

1 EB 1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes 
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Terms and Abbreviations 

Term Description 

Controller node The server which manages cloud systems. 

Compute node The server which Controller node manages. 

Multi-node configuration The configuration which is separated Controller node and Compute 
node. 

Foreman OpenStack configuration installer provided by RHEL OSP6. 

Director OpenStack configuration installer provided by RHEL OSP7. 

Crowbar OpenStack configuration installer provided by SUSE OpenStack Cloud 
5. 

Volume Data Unit which OpenStack Block Storage (Cinder) manages. 

Snapshot Data Unit which data of a volume at any point in time is stored.  

DP pool Area which Dynamic Provisioning manages virtual volume (DP-VOL).  

LDEV(Logical device) Logical data area on multiple disk drivers by using RAID technology. 

DP-VOL A virtual volume with no physical storage space. 

V-VOL a virtual volume to which Thin Image uses to copy. 

ShadowImage The software which copies all data in logical volume to other local 
volume in the same chassis. 

Thin Image 
or Copy-on-Write 
Snapshot 

The software which copies differential data from the source volume 
in the same chassis.  

In-Band One of the implementations of executing CCI command, which uses 
a command device on storage system. 

Out-of-Band One of the implementations of executing CCI command, which uses 
a virtual command device on SVP via LAN.  
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About Hitachi Data Systems 

Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) provides best-in-class information 
technologies, services and solutions that deliver compelling customer ROI, 
unmatched return on assets (ROA) and demonstrable business impact. 
With a vision that IT must be virtualized, automated, cloud-ready and 
sustainable, Hitachi Data Systems offers solutions that improve IT costs 
and agility. With more than 6,300 employees worldwide, Hitachi Data 
Systems does business in more than 100 countries and regions. The 
world’s leading enterprises, including more than 70 percent of the Fortune 
100 and more than 80 percent of the Fortune Global 100, trust Hitachi 
Data Systems products, services, and solutions. Hitachi Data Systems 
believes that data drives our world—and information is the new currency.  

To learn more, visit http://www.hds.com. 

Getting Help 

The Hitachi Data Systems Support Center staff is available 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. To reach us, please visit the support Web site for 
current telephone numbers and other contact information: 
http://www.hds.com/services/support/.  

If you purchased this product from an authorized Hitachi Data Systems 
reseller, contact that reseller for support.   

Before calling the Hitachi Data Systems Support Center, please provide as 
much information about the problem as possible, including: 

 The circumstances surrounding the error or failure. 
 The exact content of any error message(s) displayed on the host 

system(s). 

Comments 

Please send us your comments on this document: doc.comments@hds.com. 
Include the document title, number, and revision, and refer to specific 
section(s) and paragraph(s) whenever possible. 

Thank you! (All comments become the property of Hitachi Data Systems 
Corporation.) 

  

http://www.hds.com/
http://www.hds.com/services/support/
mailto:doc.comments@hds.com
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Overview 

This chapter provides overviews of OpenStack and Cinder. 

 

OpenStack 

OpenStack is open source software for setting up a cloud environment of 
the IaaS layer. By linking components, OpenStack automatically combines 
necessary resources from the hardware resource pool that contains servers, 
storages, and network devices to provide users or groups with a private-
server environment. 

The overview of the main components of OpenStack is shown in the table 
below. 

Table 1-1 Main Components of OpenStack 

Component Feature Description 

OpenStack Compute 
(Nova) 

Hypervisor control Manages virtual machines in a multi-
hypervisor environment. 

OpenStack Image 
(Glance) 

Image, Snapshot 
control 

Manages VM images. 

OpenStack Network 
(Neutron)  

Virtual network 
control 

Manages L2/L3 networks. 

OpenStack Object 
Storage (Swift) 

Object storage 
control 

Provides highly-available distributed 
object storage. 

OpenStack Block Storage 
(Cinder) 

Block storage 
control 

Provides permanent block storage to VM. 
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Component Feature Description 

OpenStack Identity 
(Keystone) 

Integrated 
authentication 
infrastructure 

Manages authentication and operation 
authorization common to each 
component. 

OpenStack Dashboard 
(Horizon) Self-service WebUI Provides the self-service Web portal. 

 

Cinder Overview 

Cinder is a component that provides a block device to VM as a volume. 
Since the data remains on the block device corresponding to the volume, it 
can be used permanently by changing the connection to other VMs. In 
addition, the high I/O performance is expected because it has direct access 
to the block device corresponding to the volume from the VM.  

To use the block storage device that stores volume data, the corresponding 
exclusive Cinder driver is required for the setting.  
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Features 

Hitachi Block Storage Driver for OpenStack (abbreviated as HBSD hereafter) 
is a driver for Cinder, which is a block storage management component, in 
OpenStack environments. HBSD allows you to use high-performance and 
high-reliability Hitachi storage features for back-end storage managed by 
Cinder. This chapter describes the HBSD features. 

 

Back-end Storage Management Configuration 

HBSD uses Thin Provisioned volumes (DP-VOLs) from Hitachi Dynamic 
Provisioning (HDP) Pools (a Hitachi storage feature that provides virtual 
volume capability) as back-end storage. To use multiple DP pools, register 
each DP pool as separate back-end storage. Each DP pool will be identified 
in the cinder.conf file. 
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Volume Operation 

HBSD provides volume operation functions that operate the LDEV (logical 
device or logical unit) in the target backend storage (DP pool) for each 
backend. An overview of the volume operations is shown in Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1 Overview of Volume Operations 

Creating/Deleting a Volume 

Upon receiving Create Volume request, HBSD uses the storage function to 
create a virtual volume (DP-VOL) as an LDEV from the DP pool. The DP-
VOL allows actual pages in the storage to be allocated at the moment they 
are actually used, thus saving capacity usage. The created volume can be 
deleted by using the delete volume storage feature. Because the storage 
feature clears the contents of the deleted volume to zero, data will not be 
leaked even if another user re-creates the volume. 

Extending a Volume 

Upon receiving Extend Volume request, HBSD can extend the size of a DP-
VOL created from the DP pool. This ensures that the volume can be 
extended to the required size without re-creating a new DP-VOL. 
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Copying a Volume 

Upon receiving a Copy volume request, HBSD uses ShadowImage, Thin 
Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot, or the Linux dd command to copy an 
LDEV in the Hitachi storage. An overview of the volume copy functions is 
shown in Figure 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-2 Overview of Volume Copy 

Table 2-1 describes the copy methods available for HBSD. You can select 
the ShadowImage function or the Thin Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot 
function. However, note that a volume (V-VOL) that was copied by using 
the Thin Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot function can be copied to the 
destination volume by executing the Linux dd command on the Controller 
node. You need a license to use either ShadowImage or Thin Image or 
Copy-on-Write Snapshot. An attempt to copy will fail if you do not have the 
necessary license. 

 Table 2-1 HBSD Copy Methods 

Copy Feature Description 

ShadowImage 
(license required) 

All data in the copy source volume (DP-VOL) is asynchronously 
copied to the destination volume (DP-VOL). The user can use 
both volumes during asynchronous copy. 
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Copy Feature Description 

Thin Image or Copy-on-Write 
Snapshot# 

(license required) 

Differential data from the source volume (DP-VOL) is copied to 
the virtual volume (V-VOL) as an LDEV at any time. The user can 
use both volumes. 

Execution of the dd command in 
the Controller node 

If the source volume is a V-VOL, the dd command is executed in 
the Controller node to copy the volume to the destination volume 
(DP-VOL). The user can use both volumes after the copy is 
completed. 

*For VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM, use the Thin Image function. For HUS100, 
use the Copy-on-Write Snapshot function. 

Create Snapshot 

Upon receiving Create Snapshot request, HBSD creates an LDEV 
corresponding to the snapshot, and stores the current data of the target 
volume to the LDEV by using copy functions available for HBSD (Table 2-1). 
The snapshot cannot be attached to a VM, but can be retained as a data 
backup. 

Create Volume from Snapshot 

Upon receiving Create Volume from Snapshot request, HBSD creates an 
LDEV corresponding to the volume,   and stores the data of the specified 
snapshot to the LDEV by using copy functions available for HBSD (Table 
2-1). If, for example, source volume data of the snapshot is corrupted 
after the snapshot was taken, the new volume can be created and used to 
replace the corrupted volume 

Create Volume from Volume (clone) 

Upon receiving Create Volume from Volume (clone) request, HBSD creates 
an LDEV corresponding to the volume, and stores the data of the specified 
volume to the LDEV by using copy functions available for HBSD (Table 2-1). 
This function is useful when multiple users use the same volume data. 

Function for sharing the V-VOL as a read-only 
volume (Hitachi extended) 

In case of Create Volumes from Snapshot operation, when the target LDEV 
snapshot is a V-VOL, the dd command is executed on the Controller node 
to copy data to the volume(see Table 2-1), which might require some time. 
By using this function for sharing the V-VOL as a read-only volume, the V-
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VOL of the snapshot can be shared with the new volume. The copy time 
can be reduced (see Figure 2-3). 

 
Note 

 

Do not attempt to write to the created volume which is attached to a VM. 

 

Figure 2-3 Volume sharing 
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Function for snapshot or volume restoration (Hitachi 
extended) 

If data in the original volume is corrupted, the snapshot function provided 
by Cinder restores data by creating a new volume from the snapshot. In 
this case, free space for the created volume is temporarily consumed, 
and .the original volume is replaced with the new volume. By using this 
function for snapshot of volume restoration, data from the specified 
snapshot or volume is restored to the original volume. This eliminates the 
need to create a new volume, and the original volume can still be used 
(see Figure 2-4). 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Snapshot or volume restoration 
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Volume Connection 

HBSD provides a volume connection (FC/iSCSI/FCoE) function that 
attaches the target volume to a VM and detaches it from the VM in a 
Compute node. And HBSD can use multipath configuration. An overview of 
the volume connection function is shown in Figure 2-5. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 Overview of volume connection information 

 

Attach Volume and Detach Volume 

Upon receiving Attach Volume request, HBSD attaches the target volume 
to a VM in the specified Compute node. At this time, HBSD directly 
connects the Hitachi storage and the Compute node via FC, iSCSI, or FCoE. 
This allows the VM in the Compute node to access the target volume to 
store data. It is also possible to detach the volume. Because the data 
remains in the detached volume, the volume can be attached to another 
VM. You can also set up a multipath configuration when attaching a volume 
to a Compute node. 
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HBSD Supported Functions 

Table 2-2 lists the functions supported by HBSD. 

Table 2-1 Cinder-specified functions supported by HBSD 

Function Description Supported 

Create Volume Creates a volume. Y 

Delete Volume Deletes the target volume. Y 

Attach Volume Connects a volume to the specified instance.  Y 

Detach Volume Disconnects the target volume.  Y 

Extend Volume Extends the size of the target volume. Y 

Create Snapshot Creates a snapshot that retains the data of a volume at a 
given time. If the Thin Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot 
function is used, snapshot data can be restored to the 
volume from the snapshot. 

Y#1#2 

Delete Snapshot Deletes the target snapshot. Y 

List Snapshots Lists the snapshots Y 

Create Volume 
from Snapshot 

Creates a volume with the same content of a snapshot. If 
the snapshot is a V-VOL, the V-VOL can be shared with 
the created volume as a read-only volume. 

Y#1#2 

Create Volume 
from Image 

Retrieves images stored from Glance and loads it onto the 
specified volume. A VM can be started based on the 
stored images. 

Y 

Create Volume 
from Volume 
(Clone) 

Creates a volume and then stores the data of the 
replication source volume. If the Thin Image or Copy-on-
Write Snapshot function is used, snapshot data can be 
restored to the volume from the snapshot. 

Y#1#2 

Create Image 
from Volume 

Takes images from the volume and registers them in 
Glance. 

Y 

Volume Migration 
(host assigned) 

Moves a volume to a DP pool managed by another HBSD. Y 

Get Volume 
Status 

Returns the storage information (the total virtual 
capacity, free virtual space, and so on). The virtual 
capacity is the maximum capacity that can be reserved, 
and calculated using the maximum reservation ratio 
against the actual DP pool capacity. 
For example, if the actual capacity is 100 GB and the 
maximum reservation ratio is 150%, the virtual capacity 
is calculated as follows: 
100 GB x 150% = 150 GB 

Y 
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Function Description Supported 

Backup Volume Backups the data of a volume to Swift. If you use this 
function, start Cinder backup service. 

Y 

Restore Backup Restores data to a specified volume from Swift. If you use 
this function, start Cinder backup service. 

Y 

Manage Volume Adds the LDEV which a Cinder of other OpenStack system 
created to the management of target Cinder. Y#3 

Unmanage 
Volume 

Removes the volume which the Cinder created from the 
Cinder management. Y#3 

Retype Volume Changes the volume type of the volume is changed. Y#3 

Y: Supported, N: Not supported 

#1:  The size of the snapshot (volume) to be created cannot be changed. 

#2:  HBSD can utilized storage copy PP (faster, license required) required or host based "dd" copy 
command (longer operation time) (refer to Table 2-1) 

#3:  In case of using the target function by cinder command, it is necessary to set the environment 
variable “OS_VOLUME_API_VERSION=2” 
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Support for Additional OpenStack Operations 

Table 2-3 lists the OpenStack operations supported by HBSD. 

Table 2-2 OpenStack operations supported by HBSD 

OpenStack 
Operations 

Description Supported 

Live Migration A running VM attached the volume managed by 
HBSD can migrate from one Compute node to 
another Compute node. 

Y 

Multipath for I/O 
path 

Multipath enabled for a HBSD managed volume. Y 

FC Zoning Manager When a volume managed by HBSD is attached 
to a VM via FC, FC zoning can automatically be 
created between the Compute node and the 
storage system. 

Y 
(Except RHEL 

OSP5 ) 

High Availability for 
Controller nodes 

Controller nodes can be set to Active/Standby 
redundant using HA cluster software.  

Y 
(RHEL OSP6 or 

later) 

Y: Supported, N: Not supported 
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Operating Environment 

 

This chapter describes the hardware and software necessary for using 
HBSD. 

Hardware 

The following describes the hardware necessary for using HBSD. 

Hardware Configuration 

System Devices 

The following hardware products are required as system devices, including 
the hardware in which Virtage (Hitachi server virtualization feature) runs. 

 Xeon server blade for Hitachi Compute Blade 320 
 Standard server blade for Hitachi Compute Blade 2000 
 High-performance server blade for Hitachi Compute Blade 2000 
 Xeon server blade for Hitachi Compute Blade 500 
 High-performance server blade for Hitachi Compute Blade 2500 
 Hitachi Compute Rack/CR220HM, CR220SM, CR210HM 
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Maximum/Minimum Memory Size 

A memory size required by the software in the prerequisite operating 
environment(see 4.2) is required. 

Storage Devices 

The following hardware products are required as storage devices. 

Table 3-1 Storage Devices 

Hardware products 

Hitachi Unified Storage 100 Family *1 HUS110 

HUS130 

HUS150 

Hitachi Unified Storage VM *2 

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform *2 

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 *2 

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, G800 *1 

*1 FC/FCoE/iSCSI can be used. 

*2 FC/FCoE can be used. 
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Software 

Required software for each HBSD version is shown below. 

OpenStack 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 5 

Table 3-2 Prerequisite operating environment (RHEL OSP5) 

Node Item Contents 

Controller 
node 

Linux 
Environment 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 
Supported kernel: 2.6.32-504.12.2.el6(EM64T) or later 
python-six: 1.6.1-1 or later 
Other software: sysfsutils, sg3_utils, iscsi-initiator-utils, 
           device-mapper-multipath 

OpenStack 
Environment 

openstack-cinder: 2014.1.3-2 or later 
python-cinder: 2014.1.3-2 or later 
python-oslo-config: 1.2.1-1 or later 
python-oslo-utils: 1.0.0 or later 

Compute 
node 

Linux 
Environment 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 
Supported kernel: 2.6.32-504.12.2.el6(EM64T) or later 
Other software: sysfsutils, sg3_utils, iscsi-initiator-utils, 
          device-mapper-multipath 
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 6 

Table 3-3 Prerequisite Operating Environment (RHEL OSP6) 

Node Item Contents 

Controller 
node 

Linux 
Environment 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 
Supported kernel: 3.10.0-123.20.1.el7(EM64T) or later 
python-six: 1.7.3 or later 
Other software: sysfsutils, sg3_utils, iscsi-initiator-utils, 
           device-mapper-multipath 

OpenStack 
Environment 

openstack-cinder: 2014.2.1-3 or later 
python-cinder: 2014.2.1-3 or later 
python-oslo-config: 1.4.0 or later 
python-oslo-utils: 1.0.0 or later 

Compute 
node 

Linux 
Environment 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 
Supported kernel: 3.10.0-123.20.1.el7(EM64T) or later 
Other software: sysfsutils, sg3_utils, iscsi-initiator-utils, 
          device-mapper-multipath 

 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 7 

Table 3-4 Prerequisite operating environment (RHEL OSP7) 

Node Item Contents 

Controller 
node 

Linux 
Environment 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 
Supported kernel: 3.10.0-229.el7(EM64T) or later 
python-six: 1.9.0 or later 
Other software: sysfsutils, sg3_utils, iscsi-initiator-utils, 
          device-mapper-multipath 

OpenStack  
Environment 

openstack-cinder：2015.1.0-3 or later 

python-cinder：2015.1.0-3 or later 

python-oslo-config：1.9.3-1 or later 

python-oslo-utils：1.4.0 or later 

Compute 
node 

Linux  
Environment 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 
Supported kernel: 3.10.0-229.el7(EM64T) or later 
Other software: sysfsutils, sg3_utils, iscsi-initiator-utils, 
          device-mapper-multipath 
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SUSE OpenStack Cloud 5 

Table 3-5 Prerequisite Operating Environment (SUSE OpenStack Cloud 5) 

Node Item Contents 

Controller 
node 

Linux 
Environment 

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3 
Supported kernel: 3.0.101-0.47.52 (EM64T) or later 
python-six: 1.7.2 or later 
Other software: sysfsutils, sg3_utils, open-iscsi, 
          multipath-tools 

OpenStack  
Environment 

openstack-cinder: 2014.2.1-3 or later 
python-cinder: 2014.2.1-3 or later 
python-oslo.config: 1.4.0 or later 
python-oslo.utils: 1.0.0 or later 

Compute 
node 

Linux 
Environment 

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3 
Supported kernel: 3.0.101-0.47.52 (EM64T) or later 
Other software: sysfsutils, sg3_utils, open-iscsi, 
          multipath-tools 

Storage Management Software 

Table 3-6 Storage Management Software 

Type of storage Storage Management 
Software 

VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, G800, VSP,US VM CCI 

HUS100 SNM2 CLI 

Storage Software License 

Table 3-7 Storage Software License 

Type of storage Storage software license 

VSP, HUS VM Hitachi Basic Operating System software 
Hitachi In System Replication Software 

VSP G1000,  
VSP G200, G400, 
G600, G800 

Hitachi storage Virtualization Operating System SVOS 
Hitachi In System Replication Software 

HUS100 Dynamic Provisioning 
LUN Manager 
ShadowImage in-system replication 
Copy-on-Write Snapshot(required when copying volumes) 
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Support Matrix for HBSD 
 

Table 3-8 Support Scope for HBSD (Storage) 

 VSP G1000 VSP G200, 
G400, 

G600, G800 

VSP HUS VM HUS100 

v1.3 RHEL OSP5 Y 
80-01-42 
or later 

N Y 
70-06-00 
or later 

Y 
73-03-09 
or later 

Y 
0977/J 
or later 

RHEL OSP6 Y 
(except G800) 

83-01-01 
or later 

V1.4 RHEL OSP6 Y 
80-02-4x 
or later 

Y 
83-01-2x 
or later 

Y 
70-06-00 
or later 

Y 
73-03-09 
or later 

Y 
0977/J 
or later 

RHEL OSP7 

SUSE 
OpenStack 
Cloud 5 

N 

Y: Supported, N: Not supported 

Table 3-9 Support Scope for HBSD (Storage Management Software) 

 CCI SNM2 CLI 

v1.3 RHEL OSP5 Y(In-Band) 
01-33-03/06 or later 

Y 
27.77 or later 

RHEL OSP6 Y 
28.00 or later 

V1.4 RHEL OSP6 Y(In-Band) 
01-33-03/07 or later 

Y 
28.00 or later 

RHEL OSP7 Y(In-Band/Out-of-Band) 
01-33-03/07 or later 

SUSE 
OpenStack 
Cloud 5 

Y(In-Band) 
01-33-03/07 or later 

N 

Y: Supported, N: Not supported 
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Excluded Software 

The following software cannot be used in the Controller node or Compute 
nodes. Instead of these software, use DM-Multipath. 

Table 3-10 Excluded software 

Package Name Reason for Exclusion 

Hitachi Fibre Channel - Path Control 
Manager for Linux  

The Controller node and Compute nodes cannot recognize 
LUs. 

Hitachi Disk Array Driver for Linux HFC-PCM PE is a prerequisite package. 

Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager Software Compute nodes do not have control over path redundancy 
created by HDLM. 

If you are using VSP G200, G400, G600, G800, the following software 
should be used. 

 Hitachi Device Manager  8.1.4-00 or later. 

Hardware and Software Restrictions 

Hardware Restrictions 
 For all Hitachi storages, do not put blank in the name of resources such 

as pool, host group, and so on (see 5.2) used by HBSD. 
 For HUS100, disable the function “Password Protection”. 
 For HUS100, disable the function “Account Authentication” (RHEL OSP5 

only) 
 For VSP G1000/ VSP G200, G400, G600, G800, virtual LDEV operations 

defined for virtual storage machines commonly used with GAD or after 
migration with NDM, are not supported. Use volume operations whose 
targets are DP-VOL that is not assigned to a virtual storage machine. 

Software Restrictions 
 On the multipath environment via iSCSI, attach or detach operation of 

the volume may fail when one of the iSCSI paths fails. However, VMs 
with which the volume is already attached can be still used with the 
remaining path. 

 When using DM-Multipath on the Controller node, command devices 
should not be used as a multi-path device. Register the command 
devices in the blacklist in the configuration file multipath.conf. 
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 For RHEL OSP5、When connected via FC, setup by using FC zoning 
manager in not supported. For this reason, set a FC zoning manually. 

 In the case of single node configuration (which combines Controller 
node and Compute node), the following operations for the volume 
which is attached to the VM cannot be carried out. If the following 
operations are carried out, after the operation is completed, the VM 
cannot access the volume. 
o If a V-VOL is attached, you cannot create cloned volumes or create 

snapshots for the volume. 
o  If a DP-VOL/V-VOL is attached, you cannot copy the volume to 

images. 
o  If a Read-only volume is attached, you cannot create volumes for 

the original snapshot for the volume.  

After the volume has been detached, the operations for the volume are 
carried out, and attached again. 

Temporary Restrictions Regarding Software 
 None. 
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Installation and Configuration 

 

This chapter describes how to install and configure HBSD. 
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Installing Hitachi Block Storage Driver for OpenStack 

The following describes how to install HBSD. A Linux superuser (i.e. root) is 
required to install HBSD. 

Figure 4-1 shows the HBSD installation procedure. 

 

Figure 4-1 HBSD installation procedure 
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Environment Setup 

It is necessary to set the storage device to allow HBSD to use it. For more 
information, see the User's Guide of the storage device for details about 
each step. 

Pre-check Storage Setting 

Before setting the storage device to allow HBSD to use it, using storage 
administrative software such as Storage Navigator, confirm that LDEVs can 
be created, deleted, connected to controller node or compute nodes, and 
asynchronously copied, and host groups can be created and deleted. 

Connection Setting of the Node 

Connect between each Controller/Compute node and the storage device. 
HBSD can separately manage the ports which the Controller node uses as 
data path and the ports which Compute node uses as data path, so design 
the connection setting based on an operation policy. Figure 4-2 (or Figure 
4-3) shows an example of connection configuration. 
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1) Connection Configuration in the VSP G1000/ VSP G200, G400, G600, 
G800/VSP/HUS VM 

A connection configuration example is shown in Figure 4-2. In case of VSP 
G200, G400, G600, G800, iSCSI connection can also be used. 

 

Figure 4-2 Connection configuration example for VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, 
G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM 
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2) Connection Configuration in the HUS100 

A connection configuration example is shown in Figure 4-3. 

 

Figure 4-3 Connection configuration for HUS100 

Node Setting 

Using the OpenStack configuration installer (For example: Foreman) 
provided by each distribution, build the Controller node and Compute 
nodes beforehand. A multi-node configuration (which is separated 
Controller node and Compute node) is recommended. Some OpenStack 
configuration installers might require specifying a cinder driver when the 
OpenStack configuration installer deploys Cinder component. Because you 
cannot select HBSD in this point, specify other driver such as NFS. After 
the deployment, install HBSD. See an online manual for the usage of 
OpenStack configuration installer provided by each distribution. 

After building Controller node and Compute nodes, set the following in 
each node. 
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Table 4-1 Setting contents for each node 

Node Items Contents 

Controller 
node 

my_ip for cinder service 
(/etc/cinder/cinder.conf) 

Specify IPv4 address for management LAN of 
the node. The IPv4 address must be a unique 
value among other nodes.  
(less than 15 characters) 

Initiator IQN 
(/etc/iscsi/initiatorname.iscsi) 

Specify Initiator IQN which must be a unique 
value among other nodes. 

Compute 
node 

my_ip for nova compute 
service 
(/etc/nova/nova.conf) 

Specify IPv4 address for management LAN of 
the node. The IPv4 address must be a unique 
value among other nodes.   
(less than 15 characters) 

Initiator IQN 
(/etc/iscsi/initiatorname.iscsi) 

Specify Initiator IQN which must be a unique 
value among other nodes. 

 

1) Setting up the Hitachi Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter Driver (hfcldd) (RHEL6 
only) 

The hfcldd default setting does not allow the Controller node and Compute 
nodes to recognize a volume when the volume is attached. Therefore, 
specify the option for hfcldd as described below to allow the Controller 
node and Compute nodes to recognize volumes. 

a) Using the hfcmgr command to change the hfc_rport_lu_scan 
parameter 

Use the hfcmgr command to specify 1 for the hfc_rport_lu_scan 
parameter 

# /opt/hitachi/drivers/hba/hfcmgr -E hfc_rport_lu_scan 1 

b) Re-constructing the initial RAM file (initramfs) 

Apply the parameter to the initial RAM file (initramfs) used for 
booting. 

# /sbin/dracut -f initramfs-kernel-version.img kernel-version 

c) Restarting the system 

Restart the system.  
# /sbin/reboot 

d) Confirming the changed parameter 

Confirm that Lu scan parameter is set to 1. 
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# /bin/grep Lu /proc/scsi/hfcldd/* 

/proc/scsi/hfcldd/0:   Lu scan parameter      =  1 

/proc/scsi/hfcldd/1:   Lu scan parameter      =  1 

If you want to resume the original setting when, for example, 
uninstalling HBSD, change the parameter setting in step (a) to 0, and 
then perform steps (a) to (c) again. Next, in step (d), confirm that 
the parameter is set to 0. 

Resource Setting of the Storage 

For a target storage device, set the following resources to allow HBSD to 
use each FC/iSCSI connection. 

1) Resource Setting in the VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS 
VM 

Resource setting for VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS 
VM is shown in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 

a) At FC Connection 

Table 4-2 Resource setting for VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM (FC 
connection) 

Resource type Contents 

1) Creating a  
Resource-Group  

If using a new Resource-Group for an OpenStack system which is different from 
the Resource-Group for an existing system, create the new Resource-Group, and 
assign the necessary resources (LDEVs (for command device and pool included), 
port, host group  and so on) to the new Resource-Group.  

2) Creating an 
account 

To log in to the target storage from HBSD, you must create an account for user 
groups. The user groups have the roles as follows: 

• Storage Administrator (View Only)  
• Storage Administrator (Provisioning)  
• Storage Administrator (Local Copy)  
• Storage Administrator (Performance Management) 

The user groups have management privileges for the created Resource-Group. 
(If HBSD uses multiple backends for the storage, use the same account name and 
password. And in case that HBSD uses multiple storage devices, create the same 
account name and password, and set the same Resource-Group and original 
authority) 

3) Creating a DP 
pool 

Create a DP pool that is used by HBSD backend. HBSD manages it by a virtual 
capacity (the capacity reserved for the overprovisioning of the actual capacity of 
the DP pool), thus set the overprovisioning based on an operation policy. If the 
over provisioning is set to 100%, space for the actual capacity is guaranteed.  

If using Thin Image, create a pool for Thin Image. 
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4) Setting port For the port using by HBSD, enable Port Security.  

5) Manually setting 
the storage control 
path for the 
Controller node 

Manually set the host group for the Controller node, so that the Controller node 
operates the target storage device via the command device (In-Band). If using the 
virtual command device (Out-of-Band) in RHEL OSP7, this setting is not required. 

Item Contents 

Creating a command device Create a command device (In-Band) which has 
the LDEV number assigned to the created 
Resource-Group, and set Command Device 
Attributes (Security is disabled, User 
Authentication is enabled, Device Group 
Definition is disabled). 

Manually creating the host 
group for the Controller node 

Manually create the host group for the 
Controller node at the ports which Controller 
node uses as storage control path, and 
manually set WWN, ports, and FC zoning 
depending on the configuration. The ports 
which Controller node uses as storage control 
path can also be used as I/O data path. In this 
case, create the host group according to the 
description in step 6). 

Mapping the command device Map the command device (In-Band) to the 
newly created host group for the Controller 
node. 

 

6) Creating a host 
group using I/O 
data path 

Manual setting 
If you are creating a host group manually, see the following table. In the 
multipath configuration, create a host group for connecting ports. 

Item Content 

Unit for creating a host group  Create a host group for each node in the port 
which connects to the Controller node and 
Compute nodes. In the multipath 
configuration, create it in the multiple ports. 

A host group name  The host group must to be named “HBSD-
<my_ip>”. For example, HBSD-10.20.30.40.  
my_ip must be the same value as the setting 
for the service (cinder or nova compute) in 
each node. 

WWN Register the WWN of the connecting node in 
the newly created host group. 
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 Automatic setting 
When HBSD attaches an LDEV to a target VM, HBSD automatically creates the 
host group   for the node of the target VM at the ports which are specified by 
hitachi_target_ports or hitachi_compute_target_ports if the host groups do not 
exist in the ports. 
 
Automatically creating the host group requires that the hitachi_group_request 
parameter is True. And to recognize the LDEV to the node with creating the host 
group simultaneously, it is necessary that the node and the storage device are 
connected by FC switches and that the FC zoning manager function is enabled. For 
all ports which are specified by the hitachi_target_ports or 
hitachi_compute_target_ports parameter, HBSD creates host groups, and 
registers all WWN which the node has.  

7) Setting FC 
zoning 

Manual setting 
For FC switches between a node and the storage device, set manually FC zoning.  

 Automatic setting 
When HBSD attaches a volume to the target VM, FC zoning manager automatically 
creates FC zoning between the target node and the port used by HBSD.   
Automatically creating FC zoning requires that FC zoning manager is enabled, and 
hitachi_zoning_request is True. It is not available in RHEL OSP5. 

8) System reboots  If the host groups for the Controller node and Compute node are created 
manually, reboot the nodes to recognize these paths. 
(In case that a new Compute node is added, if the host group for the node is 
created manually, rebooting is necessary for only this node) 
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b) At iSCSI Connection 

Table 4-3 Resource setting for VSP G200, G400, G600, G800 (iSCSI connection) 

Resource type Contents 

1) Creating a  
Resource-Group  

If using a new Resource-Group for an OpenStack system which is different from 
the Resource-Group for an existing system, create the new Resource-Group, and 
assign the necessary resources (LDEV (for command device and pool included), 
port, iSCSI target and so on) to the new Resource-Group.  

2) Creating an 
account 

To log in to the target storage from HBSD, you must create an account for user 
groups. The user groups have the following roles: 

• Storage Administrator (View Only)  
• Storage Administrator (Provisioning)  
• Storage Administrator (Local Copy)  
• Storage Administrator (Performance Management) 

The user groups have management privileges for the created Resource-Group. 
(If HBSD uses multiple backends for the storage, use the same account name and 
password. And in case that HBSD uses multiple storage devices, create the same 
account name and password, and set the same Resource-Group and original 
authority) 

3) Creating a DP 
pool 

Create a DP pool that is used by HBSD backend. HBSD manages it by a virtual 
capacity (the capacity reserved for the overprovisioning of the actual capacity of 
the DP pool), thus set the overprovisioning based on an operation policy. If the 
overprovisioning is set to 100%, space for the actual capacity is guaranteed.  

If using Thin Image, create a pool for Thin Image. 

4) Setting port For the port used by HBSD, enable Port Security, set the IP address, and the TCP 
port number.  
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5) Manually setting 
the storage control 
path for the 
Controller node 

Manually set the iSCSI target for the Controller node, so that the Controller node 
operates the target storage device via the command device (In-Band). If using the 
virtual command device (Out-of-Band) in RHEL OSP7, this setting is not required.. 

Item Contents  

Creating a command device Create a command device (In-Band) which has 
the LDEV number assigned to the created 
Resource-Group, and set Command Device 
Attributes(Security is disabled, User 
Authentication is enabled, Device Group 
Definition is disabled).  

Manually creating the iSCSI 
target for the Controller node 

Manually create the iSCSI target for the 
Controller node at the ports which the 
Controller node uses as storage control path, 
and manually set Initiator IQN, and ports 
depending on the configuration manually. 
The ports which Controller node uses as storage 
control path can NOT be used as I/O data path. 
The ports for each path must be separated.  

Mapping the command device Map the command device (In-Band) to the 
newly created iSCSI target for the Controller 
node. 

Setting the automatic 
recognition of the command 
device when booting 

In the Controller node, connect the iSCSI 
session to the target storage by using iscsiadm 
command. Refer to the online manual for the 
details. 
 
You must start the iscsi service and the iscsid 
service automatically for the automatic 
recognition of the command device at the 
system start. Refer to the online manual for the 
details.  
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6) Creating an 
iSCSI target using 
I/O data path 

Manual setting 
If you are creating an iSCSI target manually, see the following table. In the 
multipath configuration, create an iSCSI target for connecting ports. 

Item Contents 

Unit for creating an iSCSI 
target 

Create an iSCSI target for each node in the 
port which connects to the Controller node 
and Compute nodes. In the multipath 
configuration, create it in the multiple ports. 

iSCSI target name  The iSCSI target must to be named “HBSD-
<my_ip>”. For example, HBSD-10.20.30.40. 
my_ip must be the same value as the setting 
for the service (cinder or nova compute) in 
each node. 

Initiator IQN Register the Initiator IQN of the connecting 
node in the newly created iSCSI target. 

Target IQN For the iSCSI target which a node connects to, 
register the target IQN in the newly created 
iSCSI target. In the multipath configuration, 
register the same target IQN in the iSCSI 
targets which a node connects to. 

Setting a mode for the iSCSI 
target 

In the multipath configuration, Set 
HostModeOption=83 on the created iSCSI 
targets. 

Setting CHAP In the case of CHAP Authentication via iSCSI, 
register the created CHAP user name and 
password to the iSCSI target. In addition, the 
CHAP user name and password of all iSCSI 
targets are the same. 

 

 Automatic setting 
When HBSD attaches a LDEV to a target VM, HBSD automatically creates the 
iSCSI target for the node of the target VM at the ports which are specified by 
hitachi_target_ports or hitachi_compute_target_ports if the iSCSI target does not 
exist in the ports. 
 
Automatically creating the host group requires that the hitachi_group_request 
parameter is True. For all ports that are specified by the hitachi_target_ports or 
hitachi_compute_target_ports parameter, HBSD creates iSCSI targets, and 
registers all Initiator IQNs which the node has. And HBSD registers the target IQN 
which consists of “<Initiator IQN for the target node>.target” to the created iSCSI 
targets. 
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2) Resource Setting in the HUS100 

Resource setting for HUS100 is shown in Table 4-4 and Table 4-5. 
a) At FC Connection 

Table 4-4 Resource setting for HUS100 (FC connection) 

Resource type Contents 

1) Creating a DP 
pool 

Create a DP pool that is used by HBSD backend. HBSD manages it by a virtual 
capacity (the capacity reserved for the overprovisioning for the actual capacity of 
the DP pool), thus set the overprovisioning based on an operation policy. If the 
overprovisioning is set to 100%, space for the actual capacity is guaranteed. 

If using Copy-on-Write Snapshot, you can also use another DP pool for Copy-on-
Write Snapshot. If you divide the DP pools, create other DP pool for Copy-on-Write 
Snapshot. 

2) Setting port For the port using by HBSD, enable Host Group Security.  

3) Creating a host 
group using I/O 
data path 

Manual setting 
If you are creating a host group manually, see the following table. In the 
multipath configuration, create a host group for connecting ports. 

Item Contents 

Unit for creating a host group  Create a host group for each node in the port 
which connects to the Controller node and 
Compute nodes. In the multipath 
configuration, create it in the multiple ports. 

A host group name  The host group must to be named “HBSD-
<my_ip>”.  For example, HBSD-10.20.30.40. 
my_ip must be the same value as the setting 
for the service (cinder or nova compute) in 
each node. 

WWN Register the WWN of the connecting node in 
the newly created host group. 

 

Automatic setting 
When HBSD attaches a LDEV to a target VM, HBSD automatically creates the host 
group   for the node of the target VM at the ports which are specified by 
hitachi_target_ports or hitachi_compute_target_ports if the host groups do not 
exist in the ports. 
 
Automatically creating the host group requires that the hitachi_group_request 
parameter is True. And to recognize the LDEV to the node with creating the host 
group simultaneously, it is necessary that the node and the storage device are 
connected by FC switches and that the FC zoning manager function is enabled. For 
all ports which are specified by the hitachi_target_ports or 
hitachi_compute_target_ports parameter, HBSD creates host groups, and 
registers all WWN which the node has. 
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4) Setting FC 
zoning 

Manual setting 
For FC switches between a node and the storage device, set manually FC zoning.  

Automatically setting 
When HBSD attaches a volume to the target VM, FC zoning manager automatically 
creates   FC zoning between the target node and the port used by HBSD.   
Automatically creating FC zoning requires that FC zoning manager is enabled, and 
hitachi_zoning_request is True. It is not available in RHEL OSP5. 

5) System reboots If the host groups for the Controller node and Compute node are created 
manually, reboot the nodes to recognize these paths. 
(In case that a new Compute node is added, if the host group for the node is 
created manually, rebooting is necessary for only this node.) 

 
b) At iSCSI Connection 

Table 4-5 Resource setting for HUS100 (iSCSI connection) 

Resource type Contents 

1) Creating a DP 
pool 

Create a DP pool that is used by the HBSD backend. HBSD manages it by a virtual 
capacity (the capacity reserved for the overprovisioning for the actual capacity of 
the DP pool), thus set the overprovisioning based on an operation policy. If the 
overprovisioning is set to 100%, space for the actual capacity is guaranteed. 

If using Copy-on-Write Snapshot, you can also use the another DP pool for Copy-
on-Write Snapshot. If you divide the DP pools, create another DP pool for Copy-
on-Write Snapshot. 

2) Setting port For the port used by HBSD, enable iSCSI target Security, set the IP address and 
TCP port number.  

3) Creating an 
iSCSI target using 
I/O data path 

Manual setting 
If you are creating an iSCSI target manually, see the following table. In the 
multipath configuration, create an iSCSI target for connecting ports. 

Item Contents 

Unit for creating an iSCSI 
target 

Create an iSCSI target for each node in the 
port which connects to the Controller node 
and Compute nodes. In the multipath 
configuration, create it in the multiple ports. 

iSCSI target name  The iSCSI target must to be named “HBSD-
<my_ip>”.  For example, HBSD-10.20.30.40. 
my_ip must be the same value as the setting 
for the service (cinder or nova compute) in 
each node. 

Initiator IQN Register the Initiator IQN of the connecting 
node in the newly created iSCSI target. 

Target IQN For the iSCSI target which a node connects 
to, register the target IQN in the newly 
created iSCSI target. In the multipath 
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configuration, register the same target IQN in 
the iSCSI targets which a node connects to. 

Setting a mode for the iSCSI 
target  

In the multipath configuration, set Report 
iSCSI Full Portal List Mode on the created 
iSCSI targets. 

Setting CHAP In the case of CHAP Authentication via iSCSI, 
register the created CHAP user name and 
password to the iSCSI target. In addition, the 
CHAP user name and password of all iSCSI 
targets are the same. 

 

Automatically setting 
When HBSD attaches an LDEV to a target VM, HBSD automatically creates the 
iSCSI target for the node of the target VM at the ports which are specified by 
hitachi_target_ports or hitachi_compute_target_ports if the iSCSI target does not 
exist in the ports. 
 
Automatically creating the host group requires that the hitachi_group_request 
parameter is True. For all ports that are specified by the hitachi_target_ports or 
hitachi_compute_target_ports parameter, HBSD creates iSCSI targets, and 
registers all Initiator IQNs which the node has. And HBSD registers the target IQN 
which consists of “<Initiator IQN for the target node>.target” to the created iSCSI 
targets. 
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Configure the Storage Management Software 

Designated management software must be configured on the Controller 
node for each target storage device.  

 

1) Setting of CCI for VSP G1000/ VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM 

Use CCI to operate for VSP G1000/ VSP G200, G400, G600, 
G800/VSP/HUS VM. 

a) Install CCI 

Install CCI to the Controller node. Refer to the CCI installation manual 
for installation instructions. Then, set the command device (In-Band) 
or the virtual command device (Out-of-Band) in the Controller node 
to operate the target storage.  

b) At the command device (In-Band) 

1. Confirm that there is a connection to a command device 

Controller node uses a command device to operate the target 
storage device. Confirm that the Controller node recognizes the 
command device by using the inqraid command. 

# /HORCM/usr/bin/inqraid -CLI /dev/sd* 

 

2. Create the configuration file for horcm instance 

The horcmXXX.conf (XXX:instance number used by HBSD) file 
for the horcm instance used by HBSD is automatically created 
by default if horcmXXX.conf does not exist when the driver 
starts. HBSD registers one command device which has the 
storage device specified in the horcmXXX.conf file. So, in the 
case of automatic creation by HBSD, manual editing 
horcmXXX.conf is unnecessary. 

Set hitachi_horcm_add_conf parameter to False to prevent 
HBSD from overwriting the horcmXXX.conf. See the CCI 
installation manual for installation instructions about 
horcmXXX.conf. 

Note that in the case of existing other backends, the operating 
instance number and pairing instance number must be 
different value from other backends. The instance number that 
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is already used by other applications in the Controller node 
must not be used. 

 

c) At the virtual command device (Out-of-Band) (only RHEL OSP7)  

Confirmation of the virtual command device connection destination 

1. Confirm communication is enabled for a connection destination of the 

virtual command device by using the ping command.  

# ping <IP address of the connection destination of the virtual command device > 

 

2. Create the configuration file of the horcm instance 

Manually create horcmXXX.conf for the horcm instance 
(instance number that XXX:HBSD uses) that HBSD uses and 
describe the virtual command device information. See the CCI 
manual for the details of horcmXXX.conf. In addition, set the 
hitachi_horcm_add_conf parameter to False to suspend the 
update of horcmXXX.conf when a backend of HBSD starts. 

 

2) Setting of SNM2 CLI for HUS100 

Use SNM2 CLI to operate for HUS100. 
a) Install SNM2 CLI 

Install SNM2 CLI to Controller node. Refer to the SNM2 CLI 
installation manual for instructions. In addition, it must be either 
installed it to /usr/stonavm/, or have a symbolic link to this path 
created. And confirm environment variables (ex  STONAVM_HOME、
LD_LIBRARY_PATH, STONAVM_RSP_PASS) which have been set. 
For details, refer to the SNM2 CLI installation manual for 
instructions. 

b) Register Unit name or Controller for HUS100 

For Controller node, use auunitaddauto and so on, register Unit 
name or Controller for HUS100 in SNM2. 

c) If Account Authentication is enabled, login beforehand 

If Account Authentication is enabled, using auaccountenv, login to 
the target storage device by an account which has the Account 
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Administrator (View and Modify) role. In addition, it is necessary 
to login again when a force logout occurs. 

 

HBSD Install 

Memory size 

The following amount physical memory is used for HBSD: 

Memory size = 1 MB x number of backends x 2 
 

Disk Space 

The following disk space is required to use HBSD. 
a) For installation 

Table 4-6 shows the disk space required to install HBSD. 

Table 4-6 Disk space required to install HBSD 

Item Size Location 

HBSD file 1MB <PATH>/ site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd 
 
<PATH>: 
RHEL6 is /usr/lib/python2.6 
RHEL7 is /usr/lib/python2.7 
SLES11 is /usr/lib64/python 

rootwrap file 1MB /etc/cinder/rootwrap.d/ 

sudo file 1MB /etc/sudoers.d 

hbsdgetinfo 1MB /opt/hitachi/hbsd/ 

 

b) For operation 

Table 4-7 shows the disk space required to operate HBSD. 

Table 4-7 Disk space required to operate HBSD 

Item Size Location 

HBSD log file 100MB /var/log/hbsd/ 
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Pre-installation Check 

Check for missing or invalid packages, see 4.2. Use the rpm command with 
the -V option specified to confirm that these packages are installed and in 
a normal state. If a package is not installed or an invalid package is found, 
install the package again. 

 

HBSD Installation 

Use the rpm command to install HBSD. You must log in as a superuser 
(root) on the Controller node where you want to install HBSD. 

For details about how to use the rpm command, see the online manual for 
the rpm command. 

1) Mounting the CD-ROM file system 

To mount the CD-ROM file system when HBSD is installed from CD-ROM, 
enter the following command: 

Change the device special file name and mount directory name 
(/dev/cdrom and /media) for the CD-ROM file system according to your 
environment. 

# /bin/mount -r -o mode=0544 /dev/cdrom /media 

 

2) Performing the installation 

Use the rpm command to install HBSD. Install the RPM package appropriate 
for your OpenStack environment. Table 4-8 shows the HBSD RPM package 
and supported OpenStack version. 

Table 4-8 RPM package 

Supported OpenStack 
Version 

HBSD 
version 

HBSD RPM package name 
RPM storage 

directory 
RHEL OSP6 v1.4 hbsd-1.4.0-0_2014.2.el7.noarch.rpm RPMS/RHEL/noarch 
RHEL OSP7 v1.4 hbsd-1.4.0-0_2015.1.el7.noarch.rpm RPMS/RHEL/noarch 
SUSE OpenStack Cloud 5 v1.4 hbsd-1.4.0-0_2014.2.noarch.rpm RPMS/SUSE/noarch 
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Before you attempt to install HBSD, stop the openstack-cinder-volume 
service. If you use the openstack-cinder-backup service, stop the service 
also. 

 

# /sbin/service openstack-cinder-volume stop 

# /sbin/service openstack-cinder-backup stop 

For RHEL7, use systemctl command.  

After these services are stopped, execute the rpm command as shown 
below to install HBSD. The mount directory name(/media) for the CD-ROM 
file system is the same as the directory name that was specified when the 
CD-ROM was mounted. 

# /bin/rpm -ivh /media/RPM-storage-directory/RPM-package-name 

 

The following shows an example of installing HBSD: 

# /bin/rpm -ivh /media/RPMS/noarch/RHEL/hbsd-1.4.0-0_2014.2.el7.noarch.rpm 

 

3) Unmounting the CD-ROM file system 

After the installation is completed, enter the command shown below to 
unmount the CD-ROM file system. The mount directory name (/media) for 
the CD-ROM file system is the same as the directory name that was 
specified when the CD-ROM was mounted. 

# /bin/umount/media 
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Initial Settings 

1) Preparation 

Normally, configuration of HBSD is added to the configuration file 
(/etc/cinder/cinder.conf) provided by openstack-cinder package. Some 
OpenStack configuration installers might automatically reflect the 
configurations to cinder.conf by using configuration management software 
such as puppet. The preparation and the place where configuration of 
HBSD is added are different with each OpenStack configuration installer. 

 

a) Using packstack provided by RHEL OSP 

If using packstack, preparation is not necessary. To configure HBSD, 
edit the configuration file (/etc/cinder/cinder.conf) on the 
Controller node. 

 

b) Using Foreman provided by RHEL OSP6  

Puppet agent runs when an OpenStack environment is built with 
Foreman. Puppet agent restores cinder.conf of Controller node 
according to template if there is a part that is different from template. 
Therefore, the configuration is reverted by Puppet agent though 
HBSD is configured in cinder.conf. To resolve this issue, register the 
name of backend definition section for HBSD (see 5.4(3)) in 
enabled_backends for the file on the Foreman server 
(/etc/puppet/environments/production/modules/quickstack/man
ifests/cinder_volume.pp). To use multiple backends, specify the 
names of backend definition section separated by a comma. 

 
Before Modification 

# ensure multiple backends config option is empty 

    class { 'cinder::backends': 

      enabled_backends => [], 

    } 
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After modification 

    # ensure multiple backends config option is empty 

    class { 'cinder::backends': 

      enabled_backends => ['VSPG1000', 'HUS110'],  

    } 

To configure HBSD, edit the configuration file 
(/etc/cinder/cinder.conf) on all Controller nodes. Then add the names 
of backend definition section to the file. 

c) Using Director provided by RHEL OSP7 

Puppet agent runs on the Controller node when an OpenStack 
environment is built with Director. Puppet agent restores cinder.conf 
of Controller node according to template if there is a part that is 
different from template. Therefore, the configuration is reverted by 
Puppet agent though HBSD is configured in cinder.conf. To resolve 
this issue, disable Puppet agent on all Controller nodes. 

# puppet agent --disable 

To configure HBSD, edit the configuration file 
(/etc/cinder/cinder.conf) on all Controller nodes.  

While the Puppet agent is stopped, nodes cannot be added by 
Director. Therefore, when adding a node, backup cinder.conf and run 
the Puppet agent and then add the node. After finishing adding, 
disable the Puppet agent, and restore cinder.conf with the backed-up 
cinder.conf. 

d) Using Crowbar provided by SUSE OpenStack Cloud5 

Chef agent runs on the Controller node when an OpenStack 
environment is built with Crowbar. Chef restores cinder.conf of 
Controller node according to template if there is a part that is 
different from template. Therefore, the configuration is reverted by 
Chef though HBSD is configured in cinder.conf. To resolve this issue, 
add configuration of HBSD to the page adding Cinder backend on 
WebGUI of Crowbar. Input procedure on Crowbar is the follows. 

1. Access to WebGUI of Crowbar, and select “OpenStack” 

in“Barclamps”drop-down-menu. 

2. Push “edit” button in Cinder. 
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3. Select “Other Driver” in “Type of Volume” pull-down-menu on “Add 

new Cinder Backend” filed. Input the name of backend to “Name of 

Backend”input-field, and push “Add Backend” button. 

4. In created backend filed, Input the driver path for HBSD to “Driver” 

input-field and the parameters for HBSD to “Options” input-field. 

5. In “Deployment” field, specify the using Controller node (only one 

selectable) to “cinder-controller” input-field. And specify the using 

Cinder backends (some selectable) to “cinder-volum” input-field. 

6. Push “Apply” button to save the configuration and excute to deploy. 

2) Associating Volume Type and Backend 

To specify a backend when creating a volume for users, you must first 
create a volume type by using the cinder command in Controller node 
where a Cinder-Volume is running. Next, associate the 
volume_backend_name name/value pair with the created volume type. 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder type-create <volume type name> 

# /usr/bin/cinder type-key <volume type name> set volume_backend_name=<volume backend 
name> 

The following shows an example in which a volume type named 
HBSD_SAMPLE1 is created and the backend name hbsd_backend1 is 
registered. 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder type-create HBSD_SAMPLE1 

# /usr/bin/cinder type-key HBSD_SAMPLE1 set volume_backend_name=hbsd_backend1 

Use the cinder extra-specs-list command to check the volume type 
you created and the value registered for the volume_backend_name key. 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder extra-specs-list 
+------------------+-------------+--------------------------------------------+ 
|     ID              |     Name      |                  extra_specs                      
| 
+------------------+-------------+--------------------------------------------+ 
| <Volume Type ID> | HBSD_SAMPLE1| {u'volume_backend_name': u'hbsd_backend1'}  | 
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+------------------+-------------+--------------------------------------------+ 

By specifying the above backend name for the parameter 
volume_backend_name during backend setup, you can associate the 
volume type and backend.  

 

3) Adding the Configuration of HBSD 

According to the using OpenStack configuration installer, add the 
configuration of HBSD to the editing target (see 5.4(1)). After this, adding 
it to the configuration file (/etc/cinder/cinder.conf) provided by the 
openstack-cinder package is explained. For details about editing, see 6.1. 

The following provides an example. Newly added lines are in bold. For 
details about other parameters, see 6.1. 

 

In DEFAULT section: 
o Enable backend list: VSPG1000,HUS100(shown in the cinder.conf 

sample below) 
o logging format: Thread information is add to default format to log 

analysis. 
 

In VSPG1000 section: 
o Backend definition section: VSPG1000 (any string) 
o Backend name registered with the volume type using the cinder 

type-key command(5.4(2)) : hbsd_backend1 
o Volume driver: 

cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.hbsd.hbsd_fc.HBSDFCDriver 
o Storage device serial number: 12345 
o DP pool ID: 0 
o TI pool ID for Thin Image :1 
o Login user name to the target storage: user 
o Login password to the target storage : password 
o Storage controller port names which Controller node uses: CL1-

A,CL2-A 

o Storage controller port names which Compute nodes use：CL1-
B,CL2-B 
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In HUS100 section: 
o Backend definition section: HUS100 (any string) 
o Backend name registered with the volume type using the cinder 

type-key command(5.4(2)) : hbsd_backend2 
o Volume driver: 

cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.hbsd.hbsd_iscsi.HBSDISCSIDri
ver 

o Array Unit name: HUS100_unitname 
o DP pool ID: 5 
o DP pool ID for Copy-on-write snapshot :6 
o Storage controller port names which Controller node uses: 0E,0F 

o Storage controller port names which Compute nodes use：1E,1F 
 
 
# cinder.conf sample # 

 
[DEFAULT] 
 
 ： (Omitted) 
enabled_backends=VSPG1000,HUS100         (*1) 
logging_context_format_string=%(asctime)s.%(msecs)03d %(process)d %(thread)s %(levelname)s %(name)s [%(request_id)s 
%(user_identity)s] %(instance)s%(message)s    (*1) 
 
： (Omitted) 

 
[VSPG1000] 
volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.hbsd.hbsd_fc.HBSDFCDriver 
volume_backend_name=hbsd_backend1 
hitachi_storage_cli=HORCM 
hitachi_storage_id=12345 
hitachi_pool=0 
hitachi_thin_pool=1 
hitachi_horcm_user=user 
hitachi_horcm_password=password 
hitachi_target_ports=CL1-A,CL-2ª 
hitachi_compute_target_ports=CL-1B,CL2-B 
 
[HUS100] 
volume_driver=cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.hbsd.hbsd_iscsi.HBSDISCSIDriver 
volume_backend_name=hbsd_backend2 
hitachi_storage_cli=SNM2 
hitachi_storage_id=HUS100_unitname 
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hitachi_pool=5 
hitachi_thin_pool=6 
hitachi_target_ports=0E,0F 
hitachi_compute_target_ports=1E,1F 
 

*1 The parameter enabled_backends and logging_context_format_string must be included in the DEFAULT section. 

To specify multiple backends, add each backend definition section in the 
same way as above, and then use commas to separate the backend 
definition sections when specifying the labels for the parameter 
enabled_backends. 

In the case that ports which each backend uses are shared among 
backends, specify the same ports to the parameter for each backends (ex: 
backend1=CL1-A,CL1-B backend2=CL1-A,CL1-B). In the case that the 
ports are shared partly among backends (ex: backend1=CL1-A,CL1-B 
backend2=CL1-B,CL3-A), Attach Volume may fail in multipath configurations. 

 

4) Restarting Cinder 

Restart the Cinder service. 
 

# /sbin/service openstack-cinder-volume restart 
Currently stopped openstack-cinder-volume: [  OK  ] 
Currently starting openstack-cinder-volume: [  OK  ] 

If you use the openstack-cinder-backup service, restart the service also. 
For RHEL7, use systemctl command. 
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Operation Check 

1) Pre-operation check by the storage operation software 

Before confirming that HBSD is being used, using the storage operation 
software(ex. CCI or SNM2 CLI), confirm that LDEVs can be created, 
deleted, connected to Controller node and Compute node, and 
asynchronously copied, and host groups can be created and deleted. If 
either operation fails, see the troubleshooting manual for the storage 
operation software, and review the built environment. 

2) Confirming that HBSD is being used 

After restarting the Cinder service, confirm that MSGID0003-I is output to 
the log file (RHEL OSP: /var/log/cinder/volume.log, SUSE OpenStack 
Cloud:/var/log/cinder-volume.log) for the number of backends that 
have been set. Use the command cinder service-list to confirm that 
the status of the host having the same backend name as the above is up. 
The backends for which confirmation is successful can be used for the 
volume operations described later. If the message MSGID0003-I is not 
output, check and, if necessary, revise the configuration file, including the 
settings for other backends. 

 
# /bin/grep MSGID0003-I /var/log/cinder/volume.log 

2014-03-10 11:34:05.564 28060 WARNING cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.hitachi_common [req-c9c94628-
988a-4bcb-8c6d-ac48910e5052 None None] MSGID0003-I: The storage backend can be used. (config group: 
VSPG1000) 
 
# /usr/bin/cinder service-list 
+------------------+-------------------------------+------+---------+-------+----------------------------+ 
|      Binary        |         Host                        | Zone |  Status | State  |         Updated_at            
| 
+------------------+-------------------------------+------+---------+-------+----------------------------+ 
|  cinder-backup    | hostname.localdomain            | nova | enabled |   up   | 2014-07-07T12:31:10.000000 | 
| cinder-scheduler | hostname.localdomain            | nova | enabled |   up   | 2014-07-07T12:31:12.000000 | 
|  cinder-volume    | hostname.localdomain@VSPG1000 | nova | enabled |   up   | 2014-07-02T02:55:47.000000 | 

+------------------+-------------------------------+------+---------+-------+----------------------------+ 
 

3) Confirming Create Volume 

From the Horizon portal site, confirm that a volume can be created for a 
backend of HBSD. 
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4) Confirming Attach Volume 

From the Horizon portal site, confirm that a volume can be attached to a 
VM. 

5) Confirming Detach Volume 

From the Horizon portal site, confirm that a volume can be detached from 
a VM. 

6) Confirming Create Snapshot 

From the Horizon portal site, confirm that a snapshot of a volume can be 
created. 

7) Confirming Create Volume from Snapshot 

From the Horizon portal site, confirm that a volume can be created based 
on a snapshot. 

8) Confirming Delete Volume 

From the Horizon portal site, confirm that volumes created based on 
snapshots can be deleted. 

9) Confirming Delete Snapshot 

From the Horizon portal site, confirm that snapshots can be deleted. 

10) Confirming Delete Volume 

From the Horizon portal site, confirm that the volume created in item (2) 
can be deleted. 

If either volume operation fails, confirm that the same storage operations 
is possible using the storage operation software. If the same storage 
operation succeeded, review the setting and environment of HBSD. If the 
storage operations have failed, see the troubleshooting manual for your 
operating environment. 
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HBSD Updating 

 If you are running an older version of HBSD, stop the openstack-cinder-
volume service. If you use the openstack-cinder-backup service, stop the 
service also. 

 
# /sbin/service openstack-cinder-volume stop 
# /sbin/service openstack-cinder-backup stop 

For RHEL7, use systemctl command. 

After the services have stopped, update HBSD by using the same procedure in 
5.3.4, except execute the rpm command as follows: 

 
# /bin/rpm -Uvh /media/RPM-storage-directory/RPM-package-name 

If you are updating from HBSD v1.1 to v1.3 or later, because the parameter 
name and the path name for HBSD are changed, review setting of cinder.conf 
(See Table 4-9). 

Table 4-9  Changes between HBSD v1.1 and v1.3 and later  

 HBSD v1.1 HBSD v1.3 and later 

Path name change to 
specify in volume_driver 
parameter.  

cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.<dri
ver_file>.<driver_name> 

cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.hbsd. 
<driver_file>.<driver_name> 

Parameter change to 
specify the target 
storage. 

hitachi_serial_number 
hitachi_unit_name 

hitachi_storage_cli 
hitachi_storage_id 

Parameter change to 
specify the target pool. 

hitachi_pool_id 
hitachi_thin_pool_id 

hitachi_pool 
hitachi_thin_pool 

User specified change for 
CHAP authentication  

hitachi_add_chap_user 
hitachi_auth_method 

hitachi_use_chap_auth 

HBSD Uninstallation 

Before you attempt to uninstall HBSD, stop the openstack-cinder-volume 
service. If you use the openstack-cinder-backup service, stop the service 
also. 

 
# /sbin/service openstack-cinder-volume stop 
# /sbin/service openstack-cinder-backup stop 

For RHEL7, use systemctl command. 
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Execute the rpm command as follows to uninstall HBSD: 
 
# /bin/rpm -e hbsd 

For VSP G1000/ VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM, the CCI 
instance and its configuration file /etc/horcmXXX.conf (XXX: Instance 
number used by HBSD) used by HBSD remain undeleted. After the CCI 
instance has stopped, delete any unnecessary configuration files. 

 

Usage of Manage Volume 

If you plan to migrate a volume from one OpenStack enviornment to 
another, you can use the cinder unmanage and cinder manage commands. 
On RHEL OSP6 or SUSE OpenStack Cloud5, the following table describes 
the values that you must specify for the keys (see Table 4-10). 

Table 4-10 Keys and values  

Key Value 
ldev Specify the ldev number to add in OpenStack. 
storage_id Specify the storage device ID that has the LDEV number to add. In the 

case of VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM, use the 
serial number of the storage device. In the case of HUS100, use array 
device name. When it is different from the storage device which HBSD 
uses, this command fails. 

 

In RHEL OSP7 or later, specify "source-id <LDEV Number>" in the --type-
id option with cinder manage command.   

Setting for the use of Live Migration function 

You can migrate VM to another host in order to perform hardware 
maintenance by utilizing the live migration function that OpenStack 
provides. You can shift the connected volume that HBSD manages to the 
other host. 

When you perform live migration using HBSD, follow theses guidlines. see 
online help such as OpenStack Cloud Administrator Guide for setting of live 
migration function on Nova components and the usage of OpenStack 
configuration installer provided by each distribution. 

 

 Use operating RHEL OSP6 and SUSE OpenStack Cloud5. 
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 Set DM-Multipath in Compute node. See 5.10. 
 (The I/O data path of the Compute node is single pass constitution, but 

setting is necessary) 
 To set the DM-Multipath, set the following in the configuration file(ex 

/etc/multipath.conf). If the file is update, restart the multipath daemon. 
o user_friendly_names is set by “no” 
o find_multipaths is set by “no” 

See online help such as OpenStack Cloud Administrator Guide for the 
command to carry out live migration function. 

 

Redundancy setup of I/O data path in each node 

If you have redundant I/O data paths to the storage device, you can 
continue operations even if a single path failure occurs. DM-Multipath is 
used to provide redundancy to the I/O data path in OpenStack(Figure 4-2, 
Figure 4-3).When you attach the volume to the VM, if the multi-path 
setting is effective to the connection node, multi-path device (dm-X) is 
made and is assigned to VM. 

Set the following (see Table 4-11) to make I/O data path redundant in 
each node. See 「Cinder-specific parameter」 for the details of the 
parameter to use. In addition, please refer to online help for the setting of 
the DM-Multipath. 

Table 4-11 Setting of the DM-Multipath 

Node name Setting contents 

Controller Node 

Set the use_multiphath_for_image_xfer parameter to True. List this 
parameter in each backend section of configuration file of Cinder. 
Set a port to use as DM-Multipath in a HBSD parameter (hitachi_target_ports, 
hitachi_compute_target_ports). List this parameter in each backend section of 
configuration file of Cinder. 
Start multipath daemon after setting DM-Multipath*1. 

Compute Node 
In the case of iSCSI connection, set True to iscsi_use_multipath parameter. 
List this parameter in the libvirt section in the configuration file of Nova. 
Start multipath daemon after setting DM-Multipath*1. 

*1 A recommended setting value of the DM-Multipath varies according to a target storage device. See 
the manual such as construction guidelines of the target storage device for the details. In addition, 
please reflect the parameter of 「Setting for the use of live migration function」 when you use live-
migration. 
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Setting up redundant control paths of storage device 

By configuring multiple paths and multiple command devices, you can 
provide redundancy to the HBSD driver. This will allow continued use of the 
driver even if a path failure occurs. 

1) Redundancy setup of the command device (In-Band) in VSP G1000/VSP 
G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM 

Use the change function of the command device which CCI provides in VSP 
G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM (Figure 4-2).You can 
continue the storage operation by creating a target command device 
redundancy in multi-path by changing the operation to another command 
device even if a problem occurs. 

Set the following (see Table 4-12) to use the change function of the 
command device. See ｢6.1.2 Cinder-specific parameter｣ for the details of 
the parameter to use. See User's Guide for the setting of CCI. 

Table 4-12 the redundancy setting of CCI 

Setting Explanation 
Multi-path connection of the 
command device 

Register a command device with all host groups(iSCSI targets *1) for 
the Controller node. Reboot Controller node so the Controller node 
recognizes all command devices. Register all command devices in the 
multipath.conf file’s blacklist so DM-Multipath does not create 
multiple paths to the command device when you use DM-Multipath in 
Controller node. 

HBSD setting Set hitachi_horcm_add_conf in False so that HBSD does not update 
horcmXXX.conf. 
Set separate instance numbers with hitachi_horcm_numbers parameter 
in the cinder.conf file for each backend so that backends do not share 
horcm instances. 

horcmXXX.conf 
(XXX is an instance number) 

List multiple command devices to be changed in a CMD line. List it in 
the form including a storage identifier, LDEV number, a port number, 
the host group number, etc. Please refer to User's Guide of CCI for the 
details. 
Do not list the command device for the different storages in one horcm 
instance, rather list them in different horcm files. 

*1 Only VSP G200, G400, G600, G800 
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2) Redundancy setup of the virtual command device (Out-of-Band) in VSP 
G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM 

By using the network redundant driver (bonding) in Linux OS, the 
management paths which a virtual command device uses become 
redundant. 

And, in VSP G200, G400, G600, G800, because GUMs are not redundant, 
you make the accesses to each GUM redundancy with the change function 
of the virtual command device which CCI provides (see Table 4-13). In VSP 
G1000/VSP/HUS VM, because SVPs are redundant, it is not necessary to 
use the change function of the virtual command device. 

See ｢6.1.2 Cinder-specific parameter｣ for the details of the parameter to 
use. See User's Guide for the setting of CCI. For the setup method of 
bonding, See the online manual. 

Table 4-13 Redundancy setting of CCI 

Setting Explanation 
HBSD setting Set hitachi_horcm_add_conf to False so that HBSD does not update 

horcmXXX.conf.  
Set separate instance numbers of hitachi_horcm_numbers in every 
backend, so that the backends do not share horcm instances. 

horcmXXX.conf 
(XXX is instance number) 

List multiple virtual command devices to be changed in a CMD line. 
Please refer to User’s guide of CCI for the details.  
Do not list the virtual command device for different storage systems in 
one horcm instance, rather list them in different horcm files.  

 

3) Redundancy setup of HUS100 

In the case of HUS100, SNM2 communicates with a storage via a 
management path. Therefore it makes a management pass redundancy 
using the network driver (bonding) of the OS standard (Figure 4-3). Please 
refer to online help for the setting of bonding. 
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HA Support on Controller Node 

The system can continue operations without interruption even if a 
Controller node fails by using HA cluster configuration with multiple 
Controller nodes. Each service can be selected as Active-Standby 
configuration or Active-Standby configuration by using Pacemaker for HA 
cluster software. 

HBSD runs as backend of Cinder-Volume, but only Active-Standby 
configuration is supported for HBSD. HA configuration example of 
Controller node is shown in Figure 4-4. However, the Cinder-Volume of 
HBSD cannot be configured for HA in SUSE OpenStack Cloud 5. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 A configuration example of controller node 
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Pacemaker configurations for Cinder-Volume 

HBSD supports only Active-Standby configuration for Cinder-Volume, and it 
requires reboot by fencing when a failure of Cinder-Volume is detected. 
See Table 4-14. 

Table 4-14 Pacemaker configurations of Cinder-Volume 

Item Content 
When system switching, 
reboot the switched node. 
(Configure the node behavior 
that is after reboot according 
to your operation policy) 

Configure the following values for Cinder-Volume.  
Item Value 
monitor fencing 
stop fencing 
start fencing 
start-delay Configure the recommended start delay 

time according to each storage model.  
VSP G1000:                    10s 
VSP G200, G400, G600, G800:     10s 
VSP/HUS VM:                  50s 
HUS100:                       10s 

clone-set (Delete this item) 
 

Configure Pacemaker configuration of Cinder-Volume by using pcs 
command. The following example is shown in case of start-delay=10 s. See 
the online manual for pcs command. 

  
# pcs resource delete cinder-volume-clone 
# pcs resource create cinder-volume systemd:openstack-cinder-volume start-delay=10s op monitor 
interval=60s on-fail=fence start interval=0s on-fail=fence stop interval=0s on-fail=fence  
# pcs constraint order start cinder-scheduler-clone then start cinder-volume 
# pcs constraint colocation add cinder-volume with cinder-scheduler-clone 
 

Configuration of HBSD in HA environment 

In HA configuration of Controller node, configure HBSD on all Controller 
nodes after removing Cinder-Volume from the monitoring list of Pacemaker 
temporarily. 

1) Configuration to remove Cinder-Volume from the monitoring list of 
Pacemaker temporarily 
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Run the following command, and remove Cinder-Volume from the 
monitoring list of Pacemaker. 

 
# pcs resource disable cinder-volume 
 

2) Configuration of HBSD 

Configure Cinder-Volume service and HBSD on all Controller nodes. See 
Table 4-15. 

Table 4-15 Configuration values Cinder-Volume service 

Item Content 
my_ip parameter Configure unique IP address for each node.  
host parameter 
(Only RHEL OSP6) 

Write this parameter to each backend section for the configuration 
file of Cinder. Configure the same value (for example, ha_cluster) for 
each Controller node. 

host parameter 
(RHEL OSP7 or later) 

If you specify a common host name for all backend, write this 
parameter to the DEFAULT section for the configuration file of 
Cinder. Configure the same value (for example, ha_cluster) for each 
Controller node. This parameter is unnecessary when backend_host 
parameter is specified. 

backend_host parameter 
(RHEL OSP7 or later) 

If you specify a host name for each backend, write this parameter to 
each backend section for the configuration file of Cinder. Configure 
the same value (for example, backend_ha_cluster) for each backend 
of the Controller node. If this parameter and the host parameter are 
specified, this parameter is used. 

backend of HBSD Configure same value for each Controller node  

Also configure the control path of storage device. See“5.10 Setting up 
redundant control paths of storage device”. 

3) Restart of cluster server 

Restart all Controller nodes. 
 
# pcs cluster stop 
# reboot 

4) Confirm the HBSD running 

After starting Controller node, confirm that backend of HBSD is running 
with reference to “5.5(2) Confirming that HBSD is being used”. Also 
confirm that Cinder-Volume service is running with Active-Standby 
configuration by pcs status command. And after the Cinder-Volume service 
is switched to other node, confirm that backend of HBSD is running in this 
node. 
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Failure range to be able to save by system switching 

Detectable failures are a single path failure, the Cinder-Volume service 
abending. Then a failure part is switched to normal one, the system can 
continue operating.  

In the case that the failure node is recovered, and you want to go back the 
service to the original node, after confirming that there are no operating 
volumes (snapshots) by using the cinder list (cinder  snapshot-list) 
command, go back Cinder-Volume service to the original node. For RHEL 
OSP5, stop the running horcm instances on the switched node by using 
horcmshutdown.sh command (VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, 
G800/VSP/HUS VM only). 

 

Handling process for remaining resources when 
system switching 

A Controller node failure occurs in operating the storage device, and 
system may switch. Then the resources in the storage which has been 
operated in the middle may continue remaining. In this case, specify the 
remaining resources to refer the information such as log, and handle 
manually. The flowchart for handling remaining resources is shown in 
Figure 4-5.  
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Figure 4-4 Flowchart for handling remaining resources 
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Restrictions on HA environment 

1) If a failure is detected in Cinder-Volume service, the relevant node will 
reboot and other services on the node will be unavailable. If the node is 
added to the cluster again after reboot, services of Active-Active 
configuration can be reused as Active. 

2) During storage operation, a system switching that is caused by node failure 
might occur. In this case, some resources that are created by incomplete 
operation might remain in the storage. If you perform an operation related 
to these remaining resources, it might fail with error. Other resources can 
be used without interruption. 

 

Configuration of HBSD on Controller node without I/O data 
paths 

You can use the configuration on the Controller node without I/O data 
paths such as shown in Figure 4-6 in RHEL OSP7 only. This configuration 
needs to set in shown Table 4-16. 

 
 

Figure 4-5 Connection configuration without I/O data paths for Controller node 
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Table 4-16 Configuration setting for Controller node without I/O data paths (RHEL OSP7 only) 

Storage type Items 
VSP G1000/ 
VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/ 
VSP/HUS VM 

・Use the virtual command device (Out-of-Band) for CCI 

・Do not specify hitachi_target_ports parameter for HBSD 

・Specify hitachi_compute_target_ports parameter for HBSD 

・Specify hitachi_horcm_pair_target_ports parameter for HBSD 

HUS100 ・Do not specify hitachi_target_ports parameter for HBSD 

・Specify hitachi_compute_target_ports parameter for HBSD  

The follows functions (see Table 4-17) are failed to execute on Controller 
node without I/O data paths. 

Table 4-17 Functions not to use on Controller node without I/O data paths 

Functions not to use Description 
Volume Migration (host assigned)  

Create Snapshot If source volume is V-VOL, you cannot use this 
function 

Create Volume from Snapshot If source snapshot is V-VOL, you cannot use this 
function 

Create Volume from Volume (Clone) If source volume is V-VOL, you cannot use this 
function. 

Create Volume from Image  

Create Image from Volume  

Backup Volume  

Restore Backup  

Retype Volume  
 

Notes on use 
 Do not set or change metadata other than copy_method, access_mode, 

and restore_from. 

 You cannot perform multiple operations concurrently on a read-only 
volume or a snapshot that shares a V-VOL. 
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 You cannot expand a DP-VOL made by ShadowImage function during 
copying asynchronously, or a DP-VOL which has a pair volume made by 
Thin Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot function. 

 You cannot expand a V-VOL. 
 When you operate (except delete) the volume after you fail to expand it, 

change the volume state with cinder commands. For cinder commands, 
see 6.2.  

 The maximum number of pairs that can be simultaneously created by 
asynchronous copy for each LDEV corresponding to a volume (or 
snapshot) is restricted as shown in Table 4-18. If the number of pairs 
exceeds the maximum, volume copy fails. 

 

Table 4-18 Maximum number of pairs created by HBSD 

Storage model Number of pairs that can be simultaneously 
created per volume 

Number of pairs that 
can be simultaneously 
created for the entire 

device ShadowImage Thin Image Copy-on-Write 
Snapshot 

VSP G1000/ 
VSP G200, G400,  
G600, G800/ 
VSP/HUS VM 

3 1,024 - The number of port used 
by HBSD  x  1024 #1 

HUS100 1 - 1,024 1023 #2 

#1: The ports used by Controller node for connection 

#2: Including the number of pairs that are not created by HBSD  

 

 For VSP, if you use the ShadowImage and Thin Image functions for the same 
volume to be copied, you must first use the ShadowImage function. If a volume 
copy created by the Thin Image function exists, an attempt to copy the volume 
by using the ShadowImage function might fail. 

 To copy a volume, specify the same size for the source and destination. If 
different sizes are specified, volume copy fails. 

 The volume copied using Thin Image cannot be expanded by using the volume 
extend function. 

 Before you attempt to copy a volume attached to a VM, stop I/O on the VM. If 
the LDEV corresponding to the volume is a V-VOL, you cannot copy or restore 
the volume. In this case, detach the volume, copy or restore it, and then attach 
it to the VM again. 
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 When you attach or detach a volume from a VM, this processing might fail due to 
expiration of the response timeout, depending on the usage of the target storage. 
If the state of the volume is not reverted, use cinder reset-state command to 
revert the state. Due to a Nova Compute problem, you might not be able to 
attach, detach or delete a volume. To prevent timeout, use the parameter 
rpc_response_timeout to change the response timeout period to fit the usage 
of the target storage. 

 To share the ports that are used by multiple backends, use same range of port 
(for example: backend1=CL1-A,CL1-B, backend2=CL1-A,CL1-B). If a part of 
range of port is shared (for example: backend1=CL1-A,CL1-B, backend2=CL1-
B,CL3-A), a part of attach might fail in multipath environment. 

 When you detach a volume for VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, 
G800/VSP/HUS VM, detach process might take time according to the I/O 
completion check process of storage.  

 For port on storage, when you change the port configuration that is used by 
HBSD for connection, restart the openstack-cinder-volume service and 
openstack-cinder-backup service (if used). If HBSD keep running without 
restarting the services, it might fail to attach or detach of a volume. 

 For VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM, when you use the 
storage function to copy a volume, the LDEV corresponding to the volume is 
registered to the host group (iSCSI target) named HBSD-pairXX (XX: number). 
If the host group (iSCSI target) does not exist, HBSD automatically creates a 
host group (iSCSI target). Therefore, do not manually create a host group (iSCSI 
target) named HBSD-pairXX, and do not delete such host groups (iSCSI targets). 

 If VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/HUS100 uses CHAP authentication when 
establishing iSCSI connections, specify the same user name and password for all 
ports/all iSCSI targets used by HBSD. 

 Volume operation time of HBSD might be affected according to the environment, 
usage conditions, API (In-Band/Out-of-Band) and so on, and the volume 
operation time of HBSD might increase. For some situations, a request might be 
failed by a time-out. If a request is failed, execute the volume operation again. 

 During copying LDEV asynchronously with ShadowImage function, the I/O 
performance for LDEV on the same pool might decrease temporarily.  

 Volume migration finishes even if it fails to delete the LDEV of original volume. In 
this case, delete it manually because the LDEV of original volume remains in 
storage. 
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 When restoring from external storage, if volume ID of restore target is not 
specified or the specified volume ID is different from backed-up volume, type 
and ldev metadata for the volume of restore target is inconsistent with the actual 
LDEV number. Therefore create the volume of restore target beforehand, and 
note the ldev metadata value that can be acquired by cinder metadata-show 
command. After finishing restoring from external storage, remove the metadata 
by using cinder metadata command, and restore the type and ldev metadata 
values by using the cinder metadata command. For the details of each command, 
see help messages or Command-Line Interface Reference. 

 For VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM, HBSD waits for up 
to two hours while software other than HBSD has resource lock for the resource 
group that HBSD uses. 

 

Notes on operation time of HBSD 

Because the operation time of HBSD is affected according to the 
environment, usage conditions, API (In-Band/Out-of-Band) and so on, 
operation time of HBSD might increase. For some situations, a request 
might be failed by a time-out. Therefore, perform the operation time of 
HBSD in the using environment, and confirm to satisfy the customer 
requirement. 

After this, the result that the operation which is deployment of multiple VM 
from the boot-volume was performed is shown as follows. 

 

1) Measurement environment and method for deployment 

Table 4-19 Measurement environment for deployment 

Items Contents 
Hardware configuration Controller node x 1 

Compute node x 1 
VSP G1000 (FC connection) 
Multipath configuration (See Figure 4-2) 

OpenStack Version RHEL OSP7 
Storage management software CCI (In-Band/Out-of-Band) 
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Table 4-20 Measurement method for deployment 

Items Contents 
Preparation By using Create Volume from Image function, boot OS image file 

data is stored to boot-volume.  
Procedure of deployment By using Create Volume from Volume (THIN) function, create the 

volume to which the boot OS image is stored. 
Boot VM from the volume. 

Measurement time range Measure the time from starting deployment to completion of VM 
boot. If multiple VMs are deployed, measure the time from starting 
deployment to completion of all VM boot.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-6 Flow of deployment 
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2) Measurement result of deployment 

In each case using command device (In-Band) and virtual command device 
(Out-of-Band), the result of measurement is shown in Table 4-21. 

 

Table 4-21 Measurement result of deployment 

Number of VMs CCI 
In-Band connection [sec] Out-of-Band connection [sec] 

1 29 44 
5 96 162 
10 235 434 
20 601 1092 
30 988 1738 
40 1252 2297 
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Syntax 

 

Configuration file 

Specify the HBSD settings in the configuration file 
(/etc/cinder/cinder.conf) provided by the openstack-cinder package. 
User needs to manually update /etc/cinder/cinder.conf with values based 
on previous storage configuration details. Specify "parameter=value" pair 
per line using the following format: 

 
parameter=value 
 

Specify HBSD-specific parameters and Cinder-provided parameters for 
each backend(Some DEFAULT section). 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 describe the 
meanings of the parameters. Only Cinder provided parameters related to 
HBSD are described. For an example of using parameters, see 5.4.  
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HBSD-specific parameters 

Table 5-1 HBSD-specific parameters 

Name Specification Target  
model 

Default Description 

hitachi_storage_cli Mandatory Common  None Specify the CLI type to operate the 
storage device. You can specify HORCM 
(=CCI) or SNM2. For VSP G1000/VSP 
G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM, 
Specify HORCM.  For HUS100, Specify 
SNM2. The hitachi_storage_id parameter 
is also required. If it is not specified, 
startup of the backend will fail. 

hitachi_storage_id Mandatory Common None Specify the chassis ID of the storage 
device to operate. For VSP G1000/VSP 
G200, G400, G600, G800/VSP/HUS VM, 
specify the product number of the storage 
device. For HUS100, specify the array unit 
name registered in SNM2 CLI. The 
hitachi_storage_cli parameter is also 
required. If it is not specified, startup of 
the backend will fail. 

hitachi_ pool Mandatory Common None Specify the ID of the DP pool (integer) or 
pool name that stores LDEVs for volumes 
(or snapshots). 

hitachi_thin pool Optional Common None Specify the ID of the DP pool (integer) or 
pool name that stores LDEVs for Thin 
Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot. For 
VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, 
G800/ VSP/HUS VM, specify a pool ID 
(name) for Thin Image. For HUS100, 
specify a DP pool ID (name). (The pool ID 
(name) specified for the hitachi_pool 
parameter can also be used). If nothing is 
specified, Thin Image or Copy-on-Write 
Snapshot cannot be used to copy volumes. 

hitachi _ldev_range Optional Common None Specify the range of usable LDEV numbers 
by using integer-value-1 - integer-value-2 
format. The value of integer-value-1 must 
be equal to or smaller than the value of 
integer-value-2. If nothing is specified, the 
entire range permitted by the storage (For 
VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, 
G800/ VSP/HUS VM, in the range of the 
resource group that the user specified for 
hitachi_horcm_user has permission) is 
used. You can specify integer values by 
using a decimal format or colon-separated 
hexadecimal format (xx:yy:zz). 
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hitachi_horcm 
_numbers 

Optional VSP 
G1000,  
VSP G200, 
VSP G400, 
VSP G600, 
VSP G800, 
VSP, 
HUS VM 

200,201 Specify different numbers (separated by a 
comma) for the operating instance number 
and pairing instance number used by CCI. 
If nothing is specified, the operating 
instance number and pairing instance 
number are set to 200 and 201 
respectively. Note that in the case of 
existing other backends, the operating 
instance number and pairing instance 
number must be different value from other 
backends. The instance number that is 
already used by other applications in the 
Controller node must not be used. 

hitachi_horcm _user Mandatory VSP 
G1000,  
VSP G200, 
VSP G400, 
VSP G600, 
VSP G800, 
VSP, 
HUS VM 

None Specify the user name that the instance 
used by CCI uses to login to the storage. 
If HBSD manages multiple storage devices 
(VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600, 
G800/ VSP/HUS VM), create the same 
login user name (Password, resource 
group and permission) for all managed 
storage systems so that the login user 
name is shared with other backends. If it 
is not specified, startup of the backend will 
fail. 

hitachi_horcm 
_password 

Mandatory VSP 
G1000,  
VSP G200, 
VSP G400, 
VSP G600, 
VSP G800, 
VSP, 
HUS VM 

None Specify the password that the horcm 
instance used by CCI uses to log in to the 
storage. If it is not specified, startup of 
the backend will fail. 

hitachi_horcm 
_add_conf 

Optional VSP 
G1000,  
VSP G200, 
VSP G400, 
VSP G600, 
VSP G800, 
VSP, 
HUS VM 

True Specify True or False to determine 
whether the following is performed when 
HBSD starts: 
- Create configuration definition file 
horcmXXX.conf (XXX: Operating or pairing 
instance number) for the horcm instance 
used by CCI if the file is not found. 
- Add a command device if one has not 
been registered. 
If True (default) is specified, the command 
device is registered automatically. 
To change the configuration definition file 
manually, specify False (false). 
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hitachi_horcm_nam
e_only_discovery 

Optional VSP 
G1000, 
VSP G200, 
VSP G400, 
VSP G600, 
VSP G800, 
VSP, 
HUS VM 

False Specify True (true) or False (false) to 
determine whether the search target of 
host groups (iSCSI targets) for attach or 
detach of the volume is restricted by 
“HBSD-<IP Address of connection host 
(my_ip)>”. 
If True (true) is specified, only host groups 
(iSCSI targets) named “HBSD-<IP Address 
of connection host (my_ip)>” will be 
searched, and the other named host 
groups (iSCSI targets) are not searched. 
If False (false) is specified, when host 
groups (iSCSI targets) named “HBSD-<IP 

Address of connection host (my_ip)>” 
cannot be found, the other named host 
groups (iSCSI targets) are searched. In 
this case, it might take time to search host 
groups. 

hitachi_target_ports 
(Only RHEL OSP6，
SUSE OpenStack 
Cloud5) 

Mandatory  Common None Specify the controller port name to search 
host groups (iSCSI targets) when 
attaching volumes. Specify the format of 
port name conformed to the using storage 
(for example, VSP G1000: CL1-A, 
HUS100: 1A). To use multipath 
connection, specify controller port names 
separated by a comma (for example, CL1-
A,CL2-A). If it is not specified, startup of 
the backend will fail. When attaching 
volumes to Controller node, the controller 
port specified for this parameter is used. 
When attaching to Compute node, the 
controller port specified for this parameter 
is used if the 
hitachi_compute_target_ports is None 
(default). 
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hitachi_target_ports 
(RHEL OSP7 or 
later) 

Optional Common None Specify the controller port name to search 
host groups (iSCSI targets) when 
attaching volumes. Specify the format of 
port name conformed to the using storage 
(for example, VSP G1000: CL1-A, 
HUS100: 1A). To use multipath 
connection, specify controller port names 
separated by a comma (for example, CL1-
A,CL2-A). When attaching volumes to the 
Controller node, the controller port 
specified for this parameter is used. When 
attaching to the Compute node, the 
controller port specified for this parameter 
is used if hitachi_compute_target_ports is 
None (default). 
 
When this parameter is not specified and 
hitachi_compute_target_ports (and 
hitachi_horcm_pair_target_ports) is 
specified, HBSD operates as the 
environment without the I/O data path of 
the Controller node. 

hitachi_compute_tar
get_ports 

Optional Common None Specify the controller port name to search 
host groups (iSCSI targets) when 
attaching volumes to Compute node. 
Specify the format of port name 
conformed to the using storage (for 
example, VSP G1000: CL1-A, HUS100: 
1A). To use the multipath connection, 
specify the controller port names 
separated by a comma. If None (default) 
is specified, the controller port specified in 
hitachi_target_ports is used. 

hitachi_horcm_pair_
target_ports 
(RHEL OSP7 or 
later) 

Optional VSP 
G1000,  
VSP G200, 
VSP G400, 
VSP G600, 
VSP G800, 
VSP, 
HUS VM 

None Specify a port name for creating host 
group (iSCSI target) of the HBSD-pair XX 
(XX is number) to register an LDEV when 
the volume is copied with storage 
function. Specify the format of port name 
conformed to the using storage (for 
example, VSP G1000: CL1-A, HUS100: 
1A). To specify more than one port name, 
separate the names with commas. 
If None (default) is specified, the 
controller port specified in 
hitachi_target_ports is used. 
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hitachi_group_reque
st 

Optional Common False Specify True (true) or False (false) to 
determine whether a host group (iSCSI 
target) is created automatically if a host 
group (iSCSI target) corresponding to the 
connection target node does not exist for 
the port specified in the 
hitachi_target_ports or 
hitachi_compute_target_ports parameter. 
If False (default) is specified, it does not 
created the host group automatically. If 
True (true) is specified when using RHEL 
OSP 6 and FC connection, enable the 
hitachi_zoning_request parameter and 
collaborate with FC zoning manager (If it 
is disabled, you may be unable to access 
from Compute node even if a volume is 
attached to the host group that is created 
automatically).  Please note that this 
parameter is not supported in FC 
connection on RHEL OSP5 

hitachi_zoning_requ
est 

Optional Common 
(FC) 

False Specify True (true) or False (false) to 
determine whether FC zoning between 
storage and connection target node  is 
configured automatically by collaborating 
with FC zoning manager. To configure 
automatically, you need to enable FC 
zoning manager. See the online manual 
for the configuration of FC zoning 
manager. If False (default) is specified, FC 
zoning is not configured regardless of 
availability of FC zoning manager. Please 
note that this parameter is not supported 
in FC connection on RHEL OSP5. 

hitachi_use_chap_a
uth 

Optional Common 
(iSCSI) 

False Specify True (true) or False (false) to 
determine whether CHAP authentication is 
performed for all iSCSI target registered in 
the controller port.  

hitachi_auth_user Optional Common 
(iSCSI) 

None Specify the CHAP user name used for 
authentication of the iSCSI target. 
Character strings that can be specified are 
defined in the SNM2 or CCI specifications. 
See the relevant manual. If nothing is 
specified, HBSD-CHAP-user is set. 
If True (true) is specified for the 
hitachi_use_chap_auth parameter, this 
parameter is required 

hitachi_auth_passw
ord 

Optional Common 
(iSCSI) 

None Specify the password for the 
hitachi_auth_user setting. Character 
strings that can be specified are defined in 
the SNM2 or CCI specifications. See the 
relevant manual. If nothing is specified, 
HBSD-CHAP-password is set. 
If True (true) is specified for the 
hitachi_use_chap_auth parameter, this 
parameter is required. 
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hitachi_default_copy
_method 

Optional Common FULL Specify the volume copy method. You can 
specify FULL (ShadowImage) or THIN 
(Thin Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot). 
If nothing is specified, FULL is used. 

hitachi_copy_speed Optional Common 3 Specify the copy speed for copying 
volumes by using the ShadowImage 
function. You can specify a value in the 
range from 1 to 15. If nothing is specified, 
3 is set. Specify 1 or 2 to select slow copy 
speed. Specify 3 to select normal speed, 
and specify 4 or larger to specify high 
speed (prior). 

hitachi_copy_check_
interval 

Optional Common 3 Specify the interval (seconds) at which 
pair creation is confirmed during volume 
copy operation. You can specify a value in 
the range from 1 to 600. If nothing is 
specified, 3 (seconds) is set. 

hitachi_async_copy_
check_interval 

Optional Common 10 Specify the interval (seconds) at which 
ShadowImage pair synchronization is 
confirmed. You can specify a value in the 
range from 1 to 600. If nothing is 
specified, 10 (seconds) is set 

 
 

Cinder-specific parameters (DEFAULT Section) 

Table 5-2 Cinder-specific parameters (DEFAULT Section) 

Name Specification Target 
model 

Default Description 

enabled_backends Optional Common None Specify the backend definition section to 
be used. To specify multiple labels, 
separate them by a comma (for example, 
VSPG1000_1,VSPG1000_2).. 

my_ip Optional Common 127.0.0.1 
Specify the IP address of own host (of 
management path). You must use unique 
address that is not used in other nodes. 

logging_context_form
at_string 

Optional Common *1 Specify the output format of log. For 
HBSD, add thread information after the 
process information in default format for 
analysis of log.*1 

rpc_response_timeout Optional Common 60 Specify the timeout period for attach or 
detach processing on a VM. If timeout 
time has elapsed, attach or detach 
processing to a VM is performed again. 
This parameter is specified in DEFAULT 
section on Controller node that the 
cinder-api is running. To reflect the 
configuration, restart the openstack-
cinder-api service. 
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host 
(RHEL OSP7 or later) 

Optional Common None Specify a common host name for all 
backend. In the HA configuration for 
Controller nodes, configure the same 
value (for example, ha_cluster) for each 
Controller node. This parameter is 
unnecessary when backend_host 
parameter is specified. 

*1 Output Format 

(Default)： 
%(asctime)s.%(msecs)03d %(process)d %(levelname)s %(name)s 

[%(request_id)s %(user_identity)s] %(instance)s%(message)s 

(For HBSD)： 
%(asctime)s.%(msecs)03d %(process)d %(thread)s %(levelname)s %(name)s 

[%(request_id)s %(user_identity)s] %(instance)s%(message)s 

Cinder-specific parameters (Backend definition section) 

Table 5-3 Cinder-specific parameters (Backend definition section) 

Name Specification Target 
model 

Default Description 

volume_driver Mandatory Common None Specify the path of the driver to be used 
as follows: 
To use the FC driver: 
cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.hbsd.
hbsd_fc.HBSDFCDriver 

To use the iSCSI driver: 
cinder.volume.drivers.hitachi.hbsd.
hbsd_iscsi.HBSDISCSIDriver 

If it is not specified, startup of the 
backend will fail. 

volume_backend_na
me 

Optional Common None Specify the backend name associated 
with the volume type. 

reserved_percentage Optional Common 0 Specify the reserved area size for the 
back-end storage, using a value in the 
range from 0 to 100 (%). To provide no 
reserved area, specify 0 (default). 

use_multipath_for_i
mage_xfer 

Optional Common False When the Controller node and storage are 
connected via multipath, specify True or 
False to determine whether to set up a 
redundant configuration using a DM-
Multipath in the Controller node. To set 
up a redundant configuration, you must 
start the multipathd daemon in advance. 
If you do not want to set up a redundant 
configuration, specify False (default). 
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Name Specification Target 
model 

Default Description 

backend_host 
(RHEL OSP7 or later) 

Optional Common None Specify a host name for a target backend. 
In the HA configuration for Controller 
nodes, configure the same value (for 
example, backend_ha_cluster) for each 
backend of the Controller node. If this 
parameter and the host parameter are 
specified, this parameter is used. 

 

Notes for setting parameters 
 Blank lines and lines beginning with a hash mark (#) are ignored. 
 If the same backend parameter is specified more than once in the 

backend definition section, only the last specified parameter is valid. 
 A maximum of 32 backends can be used simultaneously. Do not specify 

over 32 backends in enable_backends. 
 Do not specify a volume pool for other purpose in hitachi_pool and 

hitachi_thin_pool. 

 Do not enter space when you set multiple parameters with comma. 
 

Cinder commands 

The cinder commands provided by OpenStack have the OpenStack Cinder 
API, and can operate backends. Before you attempt to use a cinder 
command, you need to set the available Keystone user authentication 
information to environment variables.  

The OpenStack configuration installer provided by each distribution creates 
the file in which the authentication information of Keystone is described on 
Controller node. By using source command, load the file to environment 
variables. It is an example of the OpenStack environment configuration 
with packstack command in Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform 
as follows. In this way, the authentication information of admin user is 
described in keystonerc_admin and placed under /root, then read it.  

 
# source /root/keystonerc_admin 

 

For details about the cinder command options, see the help message 
output by entering the following: 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder help 
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The support function that CLI is feasible varies according to the API version 
of the cinder command. Please refer to online help such as OpenStack 
Command-Line Interface Reference for the details about the 
correspondence of the setting method of the API version and the support 
function. 

 

Using Hitachi's extended functions 

1) Selecting a volume copy method 

In case of Create snapshots, Create Volumes from snapshots, or Create 
cloned volumes operation, you can select the ShadowImage function or 
Thin Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot function as a copy function of the 
storage. The storage function to be used is determined by the combination 
of the copy-source volume type and the HBSD 
hitachi_default_copy_method parameter or the copy_method key 
(metadata of the volume or snapshot). If the copy function cannot be used 
due to a functional restriction of Hitachi storage, the dd command is 
executed in the Controller node to copy the volume. The type of the 
volume being used is stored in the type key of metadata. Table 5-4 lists 
the copy functions used by HBSD. 

 

Table 5-4 Copy functions used by HBSD 

type metadata 
of Copy-source 

 volume 

Specification of the 
hitachi_default_copy_method parameter 

or copy_method metadata# 

Used copy function 

Normal 
(DP-VOL type) 

FULL ShadowImage function 
(A DP-VOL is created and 
asynchronously copied.) 

THIN Thin Image 
or Copy-on-write Snapshot function 
(A V-VOL is created and differential-
data is copied.) 

V-VOL Ignored The dd command is used to copy the 
volume. (A DP-VOL is created and 
synchronously copied) 

#: The copy_method metadata has precedence if it is specified. If the copy_method metadata is not 
specified, the specification of the hitachi_default_copy_method parameter is used. 

 

In case of Create snapshots operation, execute a Create snapshots 
operation after the copy_method metadata is specified for the source 
volume (src_volid). Next, use the unset option to invalidate the remaining 
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metadata setting. For details about the options, see the cinder command 
help messages. 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder metadata {source-volume-name | src_volid} set copy_method={FULL | THIN} 
# /usr/bin/cinder snapshot-create [--display-name snapshot-name] {source-volume-name | 
src_volid} 
# /usr/bin/cinder metadata {source-volume-name | src_volid} unset copy_method 

In case of Create snapshots from volumes or Create cloned volumes 
operation, set the copy_method metadata for the volume (dst_volid) to be 
created. 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder create [--display-name name-of-the-volume-to-be-created] {--snapshot-id 
src_snapid |  --source-volid src_volid} size --metadata copy_method={FULL | THIN} 
# /usr/bin/cinder metadata {name-of-the-volume-to-be-created | dst_volid} unset copy_method 

2) Restoring a volume (or snapshot) 

In case of Create snapshots or Create cloned volumes operation when 
using Thin Image or Copy-on-Write Snapshot to copy a volume, you can 
specify the restore_from metadata to restore the data of the specified 
snapshot (volume) to the source volume. Delete a dummy snapshot 
(dummy volume) that is created during copy. 

In other cases, to restore data after using the Create snapshot, specify the 
restoration source snapshot (restore_snapid) for the restore_from key 
(metadata of the source volume (src_volid)) to create a snapshot. Next, 
use the unset option to invalidate the copy_method and restore_from 
metadata of the source volume, and then delete the dummy snapshot 
(dummy_snapid). 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder metadata {source-volume-name | src_volid} set copy_method=THIN 
restore_from=restore_snapid 
# /usr/bin/cinder snapshot-create [--display-name dummy-snapshot-name] {source-volume-name | 
src_volid} 
# /usr/bin/cinder metadata {source-volume-name | src_volid unset copy_method restore_from 
# /usr/bin/cinder snapshot-delete {dummy-snapshot-name | dummy_snapid} 

The following shows how to restore data in case of Create cloned volumes 
operation. Here, specify the restoration source volume (restore_volid) for 
the restore_from key (metadata of the dummy volume (dummy_volid)) 
to replicate the volume. Next, delete the dummy volume. 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder create [--display-name dummy-volume-name] --source-volid src_volid size --
metadata copy_method=THIN restore_from=restore_volid 
# /usr/bin/cinder delete {creation-target-dummy-volume-name | dummy_volid} 

3) Sharing by using a read-only volume 
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In case of Create volumes from snapshots operation, if the LDEV 
corresponding to the snapshot (src_snapid) is a V-VOL, specify 
access_mode=ro for the metadata of the volume to share the V-VOL as a 
read-only volume. 

 
# /usr/bin/cinder create [--display-name name-of-the-volume-to-be-created] --snapshot-id 
src_snapid size --metadata access_mode=ro 

 

hbsdgetinfo command 

1) Function 

The command hbsdgetinfo collects the data needed to investigate HBSD 
errors and outputs the data to hbsdgetinfo-yyyymmddhhmmss.tar.gz 
(where yyyymmddhhmmss is the date and time of collection). 

 

2) Format 

 
/opt/hitachi/hbsd/sbin/hbsdgetinfo [-d directory] [-e cinder] 

 

3) Parameters 

-d directory: Specify the directory to save the data is to be collected. 
The directory name can be a maximum of 512 bytes long. 
The directory can be specified as an absolute or relative 
path. If you omit this parameter, the /tmp directory will be 
used. 

-e cinder:    Specify this parameter to remove data belonging to the 
Cinder group (data to be collected by the data collection 
command cinder) from the collection target. 

4) Exit code 
 0: Success 
 1: Fail 

 

5) Collected data 

Data in the common group is always collected. You can remove data in the 
Cinder group from the collection target by specifying the –e option (See 
Table 5-5 and Table 5-6). 
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Table 5-5 Collected files 

Column Collected data Groups 

cinder（including HBSD）
setting 

All files below /etc/cinder/  Common 

/etc/sudoers.d/cinder* Common 

/etc/sudoers.d/hbsd Common 

cinder log All files below /var/log/cinder/  Common 

HBSD log All files below /var/log/hbsd/ Common 

CCI setting /etc/horcm*.conf Common 

CCI log All files below /HORCM/log/* Common 

SNM2 log All files below /usr/stonavm/log/ Common 

hfcldd log /opt/hitachi/drivers/hba/hfcmgr.log Common 

Setting related to FC  /etc/multipath.conf Common 

All files below /etc/multipath.d/ Common 

System log /var/log/messages* Common 

 

Table 5-6 Commands for collecting 

Column Command Output file name Groups 

working status 
of cinder  

cinder absolute-limits cinder_absolute-limits Cinder 

cinder 
availability-zone-list 

cinder_availability-zone-list Cinder 

cinder backup-list cinder_backup-list Cinder 

cinder encryption-type-list cinder_encryption-type-list Cinder 

cinder extra-specs-list cinder_extra-specs-list Cinder 

cinder list cinder_list Cinder 

cinder qos-list cinder_qos-list Cinder 

cinder rate-limits cinder_rate-limits Cinder 

cinder service-list cinder_service-list Cinder 

cinder snapshot-list cinder_snapshot-list Cinder 

cinder transfer-list cinder_transfer-list Cinder 

cinder type-list cinder_type-list Cinder 

cinder list-extensions cinder_list-extensions Cinder 

pip show cinder pip_show_cinder Cinder 

main status of 
All component 
of openstack 

openstack-status openstack-status Common 
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Column Command Output file name Groups 

Working status 
of CCI 

inqraid -CLI /dev/sd* inqraid_-CLI Common 

inqraid 
-CLIWP -fg /dev/sd* 

inqraid_-CLIWP_-fg Common 

raidqry -h raidqry_-h Common 

Working status 
of SNM2  

auunitref auunitref Common 

auversion auversion Common 

Working status 
of hfcldd  

cat /proc/scsi/hfcldd/* cat_proc_scsi_hfcldd Common 

cat 
/sys/class/scsi_host/host*/hfcl
dd_proc 

cat_class_scsi_host_hfcldd_proc Common 

Working status 
of iSCSI  

iscsiadm -m discovery -P 1 iscsiadm_-m_discovery_-P_1 Common 

iscsiadm -m session -P 3 iscsiadm_-m_session_-P_3 Common 

Working status 
related to FC  

ls -l /dev/disk/by-path ls -l_dev_disk_by-path Common 

multipath -ll multipath_-ll Common 

cat /sys/class/fc_host 
/host*/node_name 

cat_sys_class_fc_host_node_name Common 

cat /sys/class/fc_host 
/host*/port_state 

cat_sys_class_fc_host_port_state Common 

System 
information 

uname -a uname_-a Common 

dmidecode dmidecode Common 

rpm -qa rpm_-qa Common 

rpm -qi openstack-cinder rpm_-qi_openstack-cinder Common 

rpm -qi hbsd rpm_-qi_hbsd Common 

ifconfig -a ifconfig_-a Common 

ethtool_all *1 ethtool_all Common 

System log journalctl journalctl Common 

*1: Script that collects ethtool information for all network interfaces in a system. 

 

6) Example of use 

The following example shows how to use the command hbsdgetinfo to 
collect data. 

 
# /opt/hitachi/hbsd/sbin/hbsdgetinfo 

 7) Example of output 

The command hbsdgetinfo outputs as follows. 
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# /opt/hitachi/hbsd/sbin/hbsdgetinfo 
hbsdgetinfo command started. 
creating directory ... succeeded. 
copying "/etc/cinder" ... succeeded. 
copying "/etc/sudoers.d/cinder" ... succeeded. 
copying "/var/log/cinder" ... succeeded. 
copying "/var/log/hbsd" ... succeeded. 
copying "/etc/horcm.conf" ... failed.  *1 
: (Omitted) 
executing "/usr/bin/cinder transfer-list" ... succeeded. 
executing "/usr/bin/cinder type-list" ... succeeded. 
executing "/usr/bin/cinder list-extensions" ... succeeded. 
archiving files ... succeeded. 
output to "/tmp/hbsdgetinfo-yyyymmddhhmmss.tar.gz" 
hbsdgetinfo command completed successfully.    *2 

*1: hbsdgetinfo command prints whether the data written in the list of collecting files and commands 
succeed or fail on standard output. The collectable data differs on environment. On some 
environment, the data collective fails and prints error messages on standard output. 

*2: You can confirm the successful termination of hbsdgetinfo command to check this message which 
shows to make the archive successfully.  

8) Notes on use 
 In v1.3, for the environment including HUS100, the environment 

variable “LD_LIBRARY_PATH” and “STONAVM_HOME” are set correctly 
to the execution user before. For the setting these variables, see a 
SNM2 (CLI) user’s guide. 

 To correct the data in Cinder group, Keystone certification information 
which has administrative role is set on the environment variables. For 
the setting on the environment variables, use the command env. If you 
cannot set the Keystone certification information there, specify “-e 
cinder” option and remove Cinder group data from the correction. 
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Files 

Files installed by HBSD 

Table 5-7 shows the files installed by HBSD. 

Table 5-7 Files installed by HBSD 

Directory/file Size Notes 

/etc/cinder/rootwrap.d/hbsd_horcm.filters less than 1MB  

/etc/cinder/rootwrap.d/hbsd_snm2.filters less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/ －  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_common_ext.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_common_ext.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_common_ext.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_common.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_common.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_common.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_exception.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_exception.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_exception.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_fc.py less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_fc.pyc less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_fc.pyo less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_ext.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_ext.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_ext.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_fc.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_fc.pyc 

less than 1MB  
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Directory/file Size Notes 

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_fc.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_iscsi.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_iscsi.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm_iscsi.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm.py less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm.pyc less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_horcm.pyo less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_iscsi.py less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_iscsi.pyc less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_iscsi.pyo less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_ext.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_ext.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_ext.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_fc.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_fc.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_fc.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_iscsi.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_iscsi.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_iscsi.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2.py less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2.pyc less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2.pyo less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_traceutils.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_traceutils.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_traceutils.pyo 

less than 1MB  
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Directory/file Size Notes 

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_utils.py 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_utils.pyc 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-
packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/hbsd_snm2_utils.pyo 

less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/__init__.py less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/__init__.pyc less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/hbsd/__init__.pyo less than 1MB  

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/ less than 1MB RHEL OSP5 
only 

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/__init__.py less than 1MB RHEL OSP5 
only 

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/__init__.pyc less than 1MB RHEL OSP5 
only 

<PATH>/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/hitachi/__init__.pyo less than 1MB RHEL OSP5 
only 

/etc/cinder/rootwrap.d/ －  

/etc/logrotate.d/hbsd less than 1KB  

/var/log/hbsd/ －  

/opt/hitachi －  

/opt/hitachi/hbsd －  

/opt/hitachi/hbsd/sbin －  

/opt/hitachi/hbsd/sbin/hbsdgetinfo less than 1MB  

/opt/hitachi/hbsd/sbin/ethtool_all less than 1KB  

/opt/hitachi/hbsd/conf －  

/opt/hitachi/hbsd/conf/collect_files.list less than 1KB  

/opt/hitachi/hbsd/conf/collect_commands.list less than 1MB  

<PATH>: 

RHEL6 is /usr/lib/python2.6 

RHEL7 is /usr/lib/python2.7 

SLES11 is /usr/lib64/python 
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Files created by HBSD  

Table 5-8 shows the list of files created by HBSD. 

Table 5-8 Files created by HBSD 

File names Size Notes 

/var/log/hbsd/debug.log[-yyyymmdd.gz] 

less than 
20MB* 

A dedicated 
file for 
HBSD(4 
generation  
as default) 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-create_ldev_<hitachi_storage_id> less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-create_target_<hitachi_storage_id> less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-do_setup less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-horcmgr_<the first value specified in 
hitachi_horcm_numbers> 

less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-horcmgr_<the second value specified in 
hitachi_horcm_numbers> 

less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-map_ldev_<hitachi_storage_id> less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-snm2_<hitachi_storage_id> less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-create_pair-<hitachi_storage_id> less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-create_ldev_<hitachi_storage_id>_ 
<hitachi_horcm_resource_name> 

less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/var/lib/cinder/tmp/cinder-create_pair_<hitachi_storage_id>_ 
<hitachi_horcm_resource_name> 

less than 
1KB 

lock file 

/etc/horcm<the first value specified in hitachi_horcm_numbers>.conf less than 
1KB 

setting file for 
CCI 

/etc/horcm<the second value specified in hitachi_horcm_numbers>.conf less than 
1KB 

setting file for 
CCI 

/tmp/hbsdgetinfo-yyyymmddhhmmss.tar.gz less than 
100MB* 

collecting log 

*It depends on log size and system configuration. 
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Troubleshooting 

This section explains how to perform troubleshooting for Hitachi Storage 
Driver for OpenStack. 

If a fault has occurred, you must get the version of installed HBSD package 
by using rpm, and confirm the version is correct. 

 

# /bin/rpm -qi hbsd 

If HBSD package is not installed, or if the version is wrong, install the 
correct HBSD package. And confirm whether the fault occurs or not again. 

Openstack-cinder-volume service does not start 

If an error message for HBSD is output to /var/log/cinder/volume.log, see 
Chapter 8 to remove the cause of the error. 

If no error message is output for HBSD, an error message for Cinder is 
sometimes output to syslog. Check the error message to remove the cause 
of the error. 

Volume (snapshot) cannot be created 

If an error message for HBSD is output to volume.log, see 8 to remove the 
cause of the error. 

 

Volume (snapshot) cannot be attached 

If error messages for HBSD are printed in volume.log, see 8 to remove the 
cause of errors. 
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If no error message is output, make sure the value of the parameter Lu 
scan in /proc/scsi/hfcldd/ is 1. If the value is not 1, see ｢5.2.3(1) Setting 
up the HITACHI Gigabit Fibre Channel Adapter Driver (hfcldd) (RHEL6 
only)｣  to change the value to 1. 

Collecting data 

If HBSD recovery cannot be achieved performing the procedures described 
in 7.1, collect the files below and send them (in accordance with the correct 
procedures) to a representative of the support service for which you have a 
contract. 

 Use the sosreport (RHEL) or supportconfig (SLES) command to 
collect data on all nodes. 

(In the case of RHEL OSP5, please execute sosreport command after 
having installed sos-plugins-openstack package.) 

 Use the hbsdgetinfo command to collect data on the all controller 
nodes. 

 Copy the operation logs of HA cluster software to collect the data on the 
controller node in the HA cluster. For example, /var/log/pacemaker.log. 
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Messages 

Messages output in volume.log 

Format of output messages and of message 
explanations 

1) Format of output messages 

HBSD outputs messages to the file volume.log in the following format: 

 

yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss.fff PID loglevel filepath [request_id user tenant] message 

1                    2  3      4      5         6   7     8 

1: Date and time of output 

2: Process ID 

3: Log level 

4: File path of the output source 

5: Request ID 

6: User ID 

7: Tenant ID 

8: Message content 

The actual message content (indicated by 8 in the message format above) 
is output as follows: 
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MSGIDn1n2n3n4-t: Message text 

Explanation: 

MSGID:  Indicates that the message is an HBSD message 

n1n2n3n4:  The serial number of the message 

t:   The message type 

The message type indicates the operation corresponding to the message. 
The message types are as follows: 

 
Type Description 

E Error message indicating that processing cannot continue due to a driver error or an incorrectly 
specified option. 

W Warning message indicating that a driver error occurred or that an option was incorrectly specified, 
but that processing will continue. 

I Message providing additional information about processing. Messages that are neither error 
messages nor warning messages. 

2) Format of message explanations 

Explanations of messages are given in the following format: 

 
Message Number 

Output message 

(S) Action performed by the system, command, or service. 

(O) Suggested remediation action to be performed by the operator. 
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List of Messages 

MSGID 0000-I 

The method <method name> was called. (config_group: <backend definition name>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 
MSGID0001-I 

The parameter of the storage backend. (config_group: <backend definition name>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0002-I 

The method <method name> completed successfully. (config_group: <backend definition 

name>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0003-I 

The storage backend can be used. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0300-W 

Failed to configure the internal logging. (ret: <return value>, stderr: <standard error 

output>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the owner and authority of the directory. 

 

MSGID0301-W 

A LUN (HLUN) was not found. (LDEV: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 
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MSGID0302-W 

Failed to specify a logical device for the volume <volume ID> to be unmapped. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0303-W 

An iSCSI CHAP user could not be deleted. (username: <CHAP user name>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) If the CHAP user is no longer needed, delete it by using storage management 

software. 

 

MSGID0304-W 

Failed to specify a logical device to be deleted. (method: <method name>, id: <volume 

ID | snapshot ID>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Make sure the logical devices of unnecessary volumes or snapshots do not exist. 

 

MSGID0305-W 

The logical device for specified <volume|snapshot> <volume ID | snapshot ID> was 

already deleted. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Make sure no invalid volumes or snapshots exist. 

 

MSGID0306-W 

A host group could not be deleted. (port: <port name>, gid: <group ID>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0307-W 

An iSCSI target could not be deleted. (port: <port name>, tno: <iSCSI target number>) 

(S) Continues processing for other ports. 

(O) Check the SNM2 action log, and remove the cause of the error. 
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MSGID0308-W 

A host group could not be added. (port: <port name>) 

(S) Continues processing for other ports. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

MSGID0309-W 

An iSCSI target could not be added. (port: <port name>) 

(S) Continues processing for other ports. 

(O) Check the SNM2 action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0310-W 

Failed to unmap a logical device. (LDEV: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Continues processing for other ports. 

(O) Make sure no unnecessary logical devices exist. 

 

MSGID0311-W 

A free LUN (HLUN) was not found. Add a different host group. (LDEV: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0312-W 

Failed to get a storage resource. The system will attempt to get the storage resource 

again. (resource: <resource>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0313-W 

Failed to delete a logical device. (LDEV: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Make sure the logical devices of unnecessary volumes or snapshots do not exist. 

MSGID0314-W 

Failed to map a logical device. (LDEV: <LDEV>, LUN: <LUN number>, port: <port name>, 

id: <group ID>) 

(S) Continues processing for the other host groups (iSCSI targets). 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 
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MSGID0315-W 

Failed to perform a zero-page reclamation. (LDEV: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0316-W 

Failed to assign the iSCSI initiator IQN. (port: <port name>, reason: <detailed 

message>) 

(S) Continues processing for the other ports. 

(O) Check the SNM2 action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0317-W 

Failed to assign the WWN. (port: <port name>, gid: <group ID>, wwn: <WWN>) 

(S) Continues processing for the other ports. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

MSGID0318-W 

Failed to copy meta data of destination volume <volume ID> to source volume <volume>. 

(reason: <detailed message>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0319-W 

The logical device does not exist in the storage system. (LDEV: <LDEV>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

MSGID0320-W 

Failed to start HORCM. (inst: <HORCM instance number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0322-W 

Failed to reload the configuration of full copy pair. (inst: <HORCM instance number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log, and remove the cause of the error. 
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MSGID0323-W 

Failed to perform user authentication of HORCM. (user: <user name>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0324-W 

Failed to delete full copy pair. (P-VOL: <LDEV number>, S-VOL: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0325-W 

Failed to delete thin copy pair. (P-VOL: <LDEV number>, S-VOL:<LDEV number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

MSGID0326-W 

Failed to change the status of full copy pair. (P-VOL: <LDEV number>, S-VOL:<LDEV 

number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0327-W 

Failed to delete the configuration of full copy pair. (P-VOL: <LDEV number>, S-

VOL:<LDEV number>) 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0329-W 

Failed to detach the logical device. (LDEV: <LDEV number>, reason: <detailed 

message>) 

(S) Continues processing for the other ports. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action log, and remove the cause of the error. 
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MSGID0600-E 

The Command <command> failed. (ret: <return value>, stdout:<standard output>, 

stderr:<standard error output>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Remove the cause of the error in accordance with the message output by the 

external command. 

 

MSGID0601-E 

A parameter is invalid. (<parameter name | detailed message>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check and, if necessary, revise the parameters, and then try the operation again 

with the correct parameters specified. 

 

MSGID0602-E 

A parameter value is invalid. (<meta data name>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check and, if necessary, revise the specified parameter values, and then try the 

operation again with the correct values specified. 

 

MSGID0603-E 

Failed to acquire a resource lock. (serial: <serial number>, inst: <HORCM instance 

number>, ret: <return value>, stderr: <standard error output>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Remove the cause of the error in accordance with the message output by the 

external command. 

 

MSGID0606-E 

The snapshot <snapshot ID> cannot be deleted, because a read-only volume for the 

snapshot exists. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target snapshot of the operation is correct. Alternatively, delete the 

target snapshot after deleting Read-Only volume related to the target snapshot. 
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MSGID0608-E 

Failed to shutdown HORCM. (inst: <HORCM instance number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log and configuration file, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0609-E 

Failed to restart HORCM. (inst: <HORCM instance number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log and configuration file, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0610-E 

The status change of full copy pair could not be completed. (S-VOL: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log and the storage device log, and remove the cause of the 

error. 

MSGID0611-E 

The status change of thin copy pair could not be completed. (S-VOL: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log and the storage device log, and remove the cause of the 

error. 

 

MSGID0612-E 

The source logical device to be replicated does not exist in the storage system. (LDEV: 

<LDEV number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Specify the correct volume, and then try the operation again. 

 

MSGID0613-E 

The volume <volume ID> to be extended was not found. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Specify the correct volume, and then try the operation again. 
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MSGID0614-E 

No WWN is assigned. (port: <port name>, gid: <group ID>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0615-E 

A pair could not be created. The maximum number of pair is exceeded. (copy method: 

<copy-method name>, P-VOL: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) If FULL is specified, wait for copying to finish, and then try the operation again. If 

THIN is specified, delete the unnecessary pairs, and then try the operation again. 

 

MSGID0616-E 

A pair cannot be deleted. (P-VOL: <LDEV number>, S-VOL: <LDEV number>[, <LDEV 

number>...]) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Wait until the pair can be deleted, and then try the operation again. 

 

MSGID0617-E 

The specified operation is not supported. The volume size must be the same as the source 

<volume | snapshot>. (volume: <volume ID>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Set the size of the copy-destination volume to that of the copy-source volume, and 

then try the operation again. After copying completes, expand the volume. 

 

MSGID0618-E 

The volume <volume ID> could not be extended. The volume type must be Normal. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target volume of the operation is correct. To expand a volume whose 

metadata type is not Normal, copy the volume before expanding it. 
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MSGID0619-E 

The volume <volume ID> to be mapped was not found. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Specify the correct volume, and then try the operation again. If the volume is no 

longer needed, delete the volume. 

 

MSGID0620-E 

Failed to provide information about a pool. (pool: <pool>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0624-E 

The <volume | snapshot> <volume ID | snapshot ID> source to be replicated was not 

found. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Specify the correct copy-source volume, and then try the operation again. 

 

MSGID0631-E 

Failed to create a file. (file: <file name>, errno: <error number>, strerror: <error 

message>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the owner and authority of the directory. 

MSGID0632-E 

Failed to open a file. (file: <file name>, errno: <error number>, strerror: < error 

message>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the owner and authority of the file. 

 

MSGID0633-E 

<file name>: Permission denied. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the owner and authority of the file. 
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MSGID0634-E 

Failed to attach the logical device. (LDEV: <LDEV number>, reason: <detailed 

message>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0636-E 

Failed to add the logical device. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0637-E 

The method <method name> is timed out. (timeout value: <timeout value>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log and the storage device log to remove the cause of the 

timeout. Then, check the volume status by using storage management software. If 

any unnecessary volumes exist, delete them manually. 

 

MSGID0638-E 

Failed to add the pair target. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0639-E 

Failed to map a logical device to any pair targets. (LDEV: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0640-E 

A pool could not be found. (pool: <pool>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check and, if necessary, revise the parameter, and then restart the service. 
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MSGID0641-E 

The host group or iSCSI target could not be added. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0642-E 

An iSCSI CHAP user could not be added. (username: <CHAP user name>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check whether the parameter is specified by letters which satisfy the storage rules. 

Alternatively, check the SNM2 action log, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0643-E 

The iSCSI CHAP user <CHAP user name> does not exist. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Create the specified CHAP user. Alternatively, enable the parameter 

hitachi_add_chap_user to enable automatic creation of a CHAP user when creating 

an iSCSI target. 

 

MSGID0648-E 

There are no resources available for use. (resource: <resource>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check and, if necessary, revise the storage device settings and parameter settings 

to secure the target resources. 

 

MSGID0649-E 

The host group or iSCSI target was not found. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Create the host group or iSCSI target. Alternatively, if you are using iSCSI, enable 

the parameter hitachi_group_request to enable automatic creation of an iSCSI 

target. 

 

MSGID0650-E 

The resource <resource> was not found. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the setting of target resources. 
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MSGID0651-E 

The IP Address was not found. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure an IP address has been set for the storage device iSCSI port. 

 

MSGID0652-E 

Failed to delete a logical device. (LDEV: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI and SNM2 action logs, and remove the cause of the error. 

 

MSGID0653-E 

The creation of a logical device could not be completed. (LDEV: <LDEV number>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check the CCI action log and the storage device environment settings. 

 

MSGID0654-E 

A volume status is invalid. (status: <status>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target volume of the operation is correct. Alternatively, wait until the 

status of the target volume becomes Available, and then try the operation again. 

 

MSGID0655-E 

A snapshot status is invalid. (status: <status>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target snapshot of the operation is correct. Alternatively, wait until 

the status of the target snapshot becomes Available, and then try the operation 

again. 
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MSGID0656-E 

The volume <volume ID> could not be restored. (reason: <detailed message>) 

(1) Invalid input:<volume ID | snapshot ID> 

(2) Status of target volume <volume ID> is not "available":<status of volume> 

(3) Status of source volume <volume ID | snapshot ID> is not "available":<status of 

volume> 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the status and metadata of the specified volume are correct. 

 

MSGID0657-E 

A read-only volume cannot be created from the snapshot <snapshot ID>. A read-only 

volume already exists. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the specified snapshot is correct. 

 

MSGID0658-E 

A new volume cannot be created from the snapshot <snapshot ID>. A read-only volume 

of the snapshot is attached. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the specified snapshot is correct. Alternatively, detach the read-only 

volume from the instance before creating a new volume from the specified snapshot. 

After volume creation is complete, reattach the read-only volume. 

 

MSGID0659-E 

A host group is invalid. (host group: <host group name>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Create a host group. 

 

MSGID0660-E 

The specified <volume | snapshot> <volume ID | snapshot ID> is busy. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the specified volume or snapshot is correct. Alternatively, wait for the 

other processing to finish, and then try the operation again. 
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MSGID0700-E 

No valid value is specified for "storage_id". A valid value must be specified for 

"storage_id" to manage the volume. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the storage identifier information or usage of the command are correct, 

and then try the operation again. 

 

MSGID0701-E 

No valid value is specified for "ldev". A valid value must be specified for "ldev" to manage 

the volume. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the ldev information or usage of the command are correct, and then try 

the operation again. 

 

MSGID0702-E 

Failed to manage the specified LDEV (<LDEV number>). The LDEV must be an unpaired 

DP-VOL <volume type>. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target ldev information is correct. Alternatively, delete pair if the 

target ldev has pair, and then try the operation again. It is not able to manage the 

ldev which is not DP-VOL. So, try the operation after having created a DP-VOL and 

copied data of the ldev to the DP-VOL. 

 

MSGID0703-E 

Failed to manage the specified LDEV (<LDEV number>). The LDEV size must be 

expressed in gigabytes. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target ldev information is correct. If manage an ldev not expressed in 

gigabytes, try the operation after having extended the ldev to expressed in 

gigabytes. 
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MSGID0704-E 

Failed to manage the specified LDEV (<LDEV number>). The LDEV must not be mapped. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target ldev information is correct. If manage an ldev already mapped, 

try the operation after having unmapped the ldev. 

 

MSGID0706-E 

Failed to unmanage the volume <volume ID>. The volume type must be Normal. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target ldev information is correct. If manage the volume except 

Normal type, try the operation after having cloned a volume. 

 

MSGID0707-E 

No valid value is specified for "source-id". A valid LDEV number must be specified in 

"source-id" to manage the volume. 

(S) Stops processing.  

(O) Make sure the ldev information or usage of the command are correct, and then try 

the operation again. 

 

 

MSGID0710-E 

Failed to create a cloned volume for the volume <volume ID>. The volume type must be 

Normal. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Make sure the target ldev information is correct. If cloned image the volume except 

Normal type, try the operation after having cloned a volume. 

 

MSGID0711-E 

A source volume for clone was not found. (volume_uuid: <volume ID>) 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Specify the volume ID of existing bootable volume in volume_uuid. 
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Messages output by the command hbsdgetinfo 

Format of message explanations 

Message explanations are given in the following format: 
 

Output message 

(S) Action performed by the command 

(O) Action to be performed by the operator 

 

List of messages 
 

hbsdgetinfo command started. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

hbsdgetinfo command completed successfully. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

output to <path which you designated in -d >/hbsdgetinfo-yyyymmddhhmmss.tar.gz. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

creating directory ... {succeeded|failed}. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

 

"<list of collection files | list of collection commands>" is not found. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Install HBSD again. 
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"<collection relevant files | collection commands>" is not found. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

 

copying "<file name>" ... {succeeded|failed}. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

 

executing "<command name>" ... {succeeded|failed|skipped}. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

 

archiving files ... {succeeded|failed}. 

(S) Continues processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

hbsdgetinfo is already running. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) No action required. 

 

 

Usage: hbsdgetinfo [-d directory] [-e cinder] 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check and, if necessary, revise the specified arguments, and then try the operation 

again. 

 

 

directory name is too long. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check and, if necessary, revise the specified directory. 
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"<pass which you designated in -d>" is not a directory. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Specify a directory. 

 

 

"<group name which you designated in -e>" is not a group name. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Check and, if necessary, revise the specified group name. 
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Messages output by the installer 

Format of message explanations 

Messages explanations are given in the following format: 
 

Output message 

(S) The movement of the installer 

(O) The measure that an operator takes 

 

List of messages 
 

---- <service name> service is running. 

(S) Stops processing. 

(O) Stop the Cinder service. 
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Modifications 

Modifications in v1.4  
 

# Items Contents 

１ HBSD Version v1.3 

 HBSD Packages hbsd-1.3.0-0_2014.1.el7.noarch.rpm (RHEL OSP5) 
hbsd-1.3.0-0_2014.2.el7.noarch.rpm (RHEL OSP6) 

 Influence B 

 Modify ID HC-104002 

 Modified 
packages 

hbsd-1.4.0-0_2014.2.el7.noarch.rpm (RHEL OSP6) 
*RHEL OSP5 is unsupported 

 Modified 
contents 

Resolved the problem that if the pool name for a backend includes ‘-‘, 
HBSD failed to get the information for the pool.  

 Occurred  
Condition 

The pool name for a backend includes Symblic-characters which are 
supported in CCI except ‘_’. 

 Workaround 
plan 

The pool name is change to the name which consists of alphanumeric and 
‘_’. 

 Recover Plan None 

 Suggestions None 

2 HBSD Version 01-03 

 HBSD Packages hbsd-1.3.0-0_2014.2.el7.noarch.rpm (RHEL OSP6) 

 Influence B 

 Modify ID HC-104021 

 Modified 
packages 

hbsd-1.4.0-0_2014.2.el7.noarch.rpm (RHEL OSP6) 

 Modified 
contents 

Resolved the problem that Controller node cannot recognize an attached 
volume when HBSD automatically creates the host group for the Controller 
node and attaches the volume. 
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# Items Contents 

 Occurred  
Condition 

If it satisfies follows all conditions, the problem occur. 
• The host group for Controller node does not exist. 
• hitachi_group_request=True 
• hitachi_zoning_request=True 

 Workaround 
plan 

Manually create the host group and reboot Controller node. 

 Recover Plan None 

 Suggestions None 

3 HBSD Version 01-03 

 HBSD Packages hbsd-1.3.0-0_2014.2.el7.noarch.rpm (RHEL OSP6) 

 Influence AA 

 Modify ID HC-104025 

 Modified 
packages 

hbsd-1.4.0-0_2014.2.el7.noarch.rpm (RHEL OSP6) 

 Modified 
contents 

Resolved the problem that an unintended LDEV is assigned to a VM in 
attaching a volume via FC. 

 Occurred  
Condition 

If it satisfies follows all conditions, the problem occur. 
• Using RHEL OSP6 A2 or later. 
• Enabling multipath setting on Controller node or Compute node. 
• Controller node: use_multipath_for_image_xfer parameter 
• Compute node: iscsi_use_multipath parameter 
• Using FC driver for HBSD. 
• More than one volume is attached to the controller node or the 

compute node. 

 Workaround 
plan 

Disable multipath setting on Controller node or Compute node. 

 Recover Plan None 

 Suggestions None 
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